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EDITORIAL
The start of yet another year in the UK
has been marked by an intensification of
the mobility paradigm which is now firmly
locked into a very strong infrastructure
fetish. In practical terms this means that
the UK government is determined to pursue higher levels of mobility. It is an absolute given in policy making and “expert”
circles that human progress depends on
more of us travelling more miles, making
more trips and wherever possible going
faster than ever before. Mobility is a key
part of the bigger paradigm that promotes
endless economic growth and promises a
new utopia based on more roads, more airports, more cars and more journeys. The
pursuit of endless economic growth is a
mistake of historic proportions but is very
resistant to logic, analysis or reflection.
The pursuit of economic growth provides
the story line and backdrop to billions of
dollars, pounds and Euros devoted to infrastructure projects. Infrastructure is the
new(ish) magic word that can be deployed
to justify any expensive project regardless
of the evidence that proves otherwise.
The infrastructure fetish is thriving at every level of government. The European Union has expanded its Napoleonic vision of a
supra national state criss-crossed by major
road and rail projects and has put billions
of Euros into its Trans European Network
(TENs) projects. The UK supports useless road projects because they will create
jobs and the evidence is clear that they
do not create jobs. Politicians and “experts” claim that new roads, motorways
and high speed trains will “rebalance” the
nation to remove north-south differentials
in economic performance and GDP. There
is no evidence that linking disparate regions with expensive motorways or high
speed rail will improve the economic performance of “lagging regions”.
Meanwhile back in the world of rationality and evidence based thinking we are
drowning under the weight of evidence
that shows the failure of new roads to create jobs, the intellectual bankruptcy of
argument around travel time savings and
the degree to which new road capacity
creates extra traffic. Those who support
expensive new transport infrastructure as3

siduously ignore the literature that shows
the propensity of human beings to allocate
approximately 1.1 hours per day to moving around. If we fund and build expensive transport infrastructure to encourage
travel on the promise of time savings the
human response is to increase the distance travelled and consume the time saving as extra distance. The whole edifice
of benefit-cost analysis and time saving is
deeply flawed and should be rejected and
policies should be put in place to reduce
distances travelled and not increase them
whilst at the same time delivering significant improvements in accessibility.
In this issue of WTPP Jeff Kenworthy has
enriched our global evidence base in a
number of very important ways by looking at the distances we travel by mode of
transport. In a study of 43 world cities he
maps out the variations in car use, walking, cycling and public transport patronage. This shows that the mobility growth
paradigm is not inevitable or some kind of
immutable physical law. Cities can manage very well indeed at low levels of car
use, lower levels of distances travelled and
high levels of walking, cycling and public
transport. He shows that car use is showing a small decline and this supports the
peak car use hypothesis. Several authors
have pointed out that car use is now in
decline after many years of growth.
It
is interesting that UK government rejects
peak car use and maintains a traditional
view that car use will continue to increase.
Kenworthy’s data show otherwise and he
moves from data to policy recommendations to produce a 9 point plan for delivering sustainable transport outcomes in global cities. This 9 point plan deserves very
careful attention, adoption and delivery
in a world not obsessed by growth in the
demand for transport and the encouragement of this growth by massive subsidies
and new infrastructure.
Cat Tuong Nguyen paints a very vivid picture of Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) in Vietnam. The rapid growth of motorised
transport in this city demonstrates the
power of the mobility paradigm to produce
rapid changes in cities that were very recently dominated by walking and cycling
World Transport Policy and Practice
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trips. HCMC is now dominated by the use
of motorised two wheelers. This rapid
transformation produces serious congestion, pollution and road safety problems
and discriminates against the poor and
vulnerable road users.
The article by Mary Surridge, Cathy Green
and colleagues about maternal deaths and
access to health care facilities in rural Zambia is a timely reminder of the importance
of accessibility to things that really do matter and the irrelevance of much western
funded transport infrastructure to the lives
of women, the poor and rural dwellers in
Africa. The fact that 350,000 women die
each year as a result of childbirth complications and 75% of these deaths could be
prevented through “timely access to essential health care” is a powerful indicator
of the failure of health policy and the total
irrelevance of the mobility paradigm and
infrastructure spending to the lives of ordinary people. Those in need of health care
require health facilities nearer to where
they live and an organisational infrastructure to get them to the facility. It is highly
unlikely that a new road funded by some
external agency will solve access to health
care problems for those that need access.
Most transport planning still pays lip service to accessibility as a worthy objective
but the ideological dominance of mobility has all but exterminated any serious
attempt to improve accessibility in a way
that benefits all social groups, both genders and those who walk and cycle. This
is glaringly obvious in rural Zambia but is
also present in large swathes of urban and
rural Britain where making contact with
health care or local shops is increasingly
difficult for those without a car. Interestingly UK researchers have coined the term
“food desert” to describe the situation in
urban areas where local residents simply
do not have access to food shops that sell
the basics of a healthy diet. A mobility rich
world that worships the growth in distances travelled delivers an accessibility poor
world that severely damages the quality
of life of large segments of the population.

use (which means lower levels of miles
travelled). He presents a case study of
travel generated by students attending the
Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology in the town of Paola in the Southern Harbour Region of Malta, with five satellite institutes spread across the Maltese
islands. The case study is part of a larger
movement which demonstrates that intelligent thinking and planning can produce
viable alternatives to the pursuit of mobility for the sake of mobility. Gauci outlines
the problems of moving around Malta and
the ways in which improvements could be
made. This echoes very impressive work
at Bochum University in Germany, the University of Western Australia in Perth and
York and Lancaster universities in the UK.
If York University can produce a 25% modal share for bikes then so can every large
school, college and university and establish clear markers and best practice examples for others to follow. If every institution, employment location, governmental
body, educational facility and health care
establishment embraced serious accessibility strategies and the reduction of distances travelled by car we would be well
on the way to the extinction of the mobility
paradigm and its replacement by a highly
intelligent, inclusive, fair, sustainability,
accessibility and quality of life paradigm.

John Whitelegg
Editor

Gauci brings us back to the reality of how
to intervene in site specific circumstances
to bring about a change in travel choice
behaviour and make a contribution to improving accessibility at lower levels of car
4
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ABSTRACTS AND KEYWORDS
Filling a Gap in the Referral System:
Linking Communities to Quality Maternal Health Care Via an Emergency
Transport System in Six Districts of
Zambia
Mary Surridge, Cathy Green, Dynes Kaluba and Victor Simfukwe
Abstract:
Poor physical access to health facilities is
a challenge facing many rural communities in Zambia. Concerns about distance,
poor terrain, lack of affordable transport
options, and seasonal challenges such as
flooding or impassable roads contribute
enormously to delays in decision-making
when maternal emergencies occur, and act
as barriers to utilisation of other essential
maternal health services.
In order to bridge this gap, the UK Aid-funded Mobilising Access to Maternal Health
Services in Zambia (MAMaZ) programme
supported six districts to implement and
test a range of locally-appropriate transport solutions. Remote rural communities
established emergency transport systems
(ETS) comprising bicycle ambulances,
boats, oxen or donkey and carts, with the
choice of transport largely dependent on
the terrain. Some districts also operated a
facility-based motorcycle ambulance service, which served communities within a 10
km radius of the health facility and links
to the district ambulance service. Results
from the programme were striking.
The paper explores the extent to which
the emergency transport solutions supported by MAMaZ offered a cost-effective
and sustainable solution to the physical
access barriers faced by rural communities in Zambia, and the extent to which the
transport improved health outcomes. Key
policy implications are explored, including the need for government to devise a
transport policy which recognises the role
of communities in providing transport solutions at the lowest level of the referral
chain.
“Ukwali insoke takwafwile abantu: where
there were warnings people never died.
The work MAMaZ is doing is warning us
of the dangers that take our children and
5

loved ones. Finally we have the light and
we don’t wish to go back to our past, which
is full of darkness. We will continue looking after and using our ETS (Emergency
Transport System) wisely” (Translated
from a statement by a community leader).
Keywords: Sub Saharan Africa, Zambia,
maternal health, emergency transport,
community participation

Campus Transportation: A students’
perspective
John Baptist Gauci
Abstract:
The increase in the number of students
continuing with full-time education after
completing compulsory schooling is having an effect on the traffic volume on the
streets leading to campuses and in the vicinity of these campuses. The education
institutions have to respond to the pressures that this increase in student numbers is putting on car-parking on campus,
whilst effectively managing their carbon
footprint to highlight the socio-economic
and environmental gains of reducing carbon emissions. The perspective of the students on transportation to and from campus is thus of utmost importance to the
colleges in particular and to the society in
general, and the travel profile and behaviour of students needs to be researched
on an on-going basis. This paper discusses
the results of a survey conducted with a
random sample of over 3,000 students attending a post-secondary educational institution whose main campus is situated in
a highly densely populated area.
Keywords: transportation; campus; public transport; private car; transport policy

Total Daily Mobility Patterns and Their
Policy Implications for Forty-Three
Global Cities in 1995 and 2005
Jeff Kenworthy
Abstract:
Total daily travel (cars, motorcycles, public transport, walking and cycling) in forty-three world cities are examined sepaWorld Transport Policy and Practice
Volume 20.1 January 2014

rately for their contribution to total daily
travel needs (person-kilometres) in 1995
and 2005. The data reveal that while the
car as a whole is declining minimally in its
contribution to daily travel, in line with the
idea of “peak car use”, walking and cycling
are very mixed in growing their contributions. Public transport on the other hand
is doing much better. This is true of the
forty-one developed cities examined in
the paper, but also in Taipei and Sao Paulo
where a different picture may have been
expected based upon rapid motorization in
these less developed cities. These data are
discussed for their implications throughout
the paper and a summary of the key policy
dimensions needed to start moving these
cities towards more balanced and sustainable mobility patterns is provided at the
end.

in automobile ownership is driven therefore by the perceived affective-symbolic
values of the car.
Key words: Transport psychology, individual travel behaviour, Ho Chi Minh City

Keywords: global cities, urban travel
data, urban mobility trends, car dependence, urban comparisons, transport policy,
Pedelec

Determinants of private mode choice
in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam: from the
individual perspective
Nguyen Thi Cat TUONG
Abstract:
An unsustainable transport system in the
cities of Vietnam has resulted from a significant increase in private vehicle use,
combined with minimal development of
public transport. Transport planning in urban Vietnam is dominated by technical expertise, but with little focus on transport
behaviour. In addition, research has not
yet provided policymakers with an understanding of the factors influencing individual travel behaviour. This research project
applies a transport psychology approach
to examine the driving forces behind the
dominance of private transport in HCMC,
focusing on individual behaviour. A survey was conducted among HCMC citizens
to understand their travel choice and their
perception of selected modes of transport.
The lack of a good public transport service
contributes to the dominance of motorbikes in HCMC. Car ownership was valued,
even if chronic congestion makes driving
impractical in the city. The recent increase
6
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Filling a Gap in the Referral System:
Linking Communities to Quality Maternal Health Care Via an Emergency
Transport System in Six Districts of
Zambia
Mary Surridge , Cathy Green Dynes Kaluba , and Victor Simfukwe

people’s ability to access preventive and
emergency health services and can result in poorer health and higher mortality
rates. Improving transportation access to
health facilities has significant potential to
improve overall health outcomes (World
Bank, 2006).

Background and Introduction

In the rural areas of Zambia, communities
can be more than 30 km from the nearest health facility. Distance combined with
poor terrain, lack of affordable transport
options, and seasonal challenges such as
flooding or deep sand create significant
barriers to access and utilization of essential maternal health services. Moreover, people’s knowledge and perception of
these barriers contribute greatly to delays
in decision-making and care-seeking when
maternal emergencies occur.

Globally every year over 350,000 women
die due to pregnancy and childbirth related
conditions, of which 99% of these deaths
occur in low-income countries (WHO,
2010). The lifetime risk of maternal death
is particularly high in Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) at 1 in 31 (ibid). This level of risk
represents the widest disparity between
developed and less developed countries of
all human development indicators (Babinard and Roberts, 2006). Pregnancy and
childbirth and their consequences are the
leading causes of death, disease and disability among women of reproductive age
in SSA, most of which is avoidable (Lema,
2009). Likewise, almost all (98%) of the
deaths of children under five years of age
occur in less-developed countries, with an
estimated four million deaths worldwide
each year (ibid, 2009).
It is estimated that 75% of maternal
deaths could be prevented through timely
access to essential health care. Transport
and road infrastructure play a key role in
accessing that care yet, in many cases,
women and their families spend considerable time seeking or waiting for transportation. This often results in women with
complications having to walk to a health
facility or be taken on the back of a bicycle
(Babinard and Roberts, 2006).
In Zambia, maternal and newborn indices have greatly improved over the past
decade (Zambia Demographic Health Survey, 2007) but there is still a long way to
go, especially in remote rural areas where
significant access barriers remain. This
strong urban-rural divide is illustrated by
the skilled birth attendance rate, which
nationally has remained at around 47%
for over 20 years with the urban-rural differential being 83% to 31% (ibid).
Inadequate or unaffordable transport
services often impact negatively on poor
7

The role of mobility and transport in public health is often neglected. In Zambia,
as in other countries, efforts to strengthen
emergency transport systems for health
have focused on expanding and upgrading
ambulance services at district level. Yet
even with significant scaling up of these
services, which is unlikely in the short- to
medium-term, there will still be a missing link in the referral chain; that between
communities and the first level of care
(Green, 2012; Krasovec, 2004).
Recognition of the negative health impacts
associated with lack of rural transport options has resulted in the implementation
of a number of interventions that have set
out to test different transport technologies and to examine how effectively these
work in specific implementation contexts.
A great deal of this experience, however,
has been documented in grey literature,
and hence is not easy to access. Some exceptions include experiences in northern
Nigeria (Shehu, Ikeh Kuna, 1997; Green
et al, 2008); and Malawi (Hofman et al,
2008).
In order to bridge the gap between communities and the first level of health care
the UK Aid-funded Mobilising Access to
Maternal Health Services in Zambia programme (MAMaZ) programme provided
support to the Ministry of Community Development and Mother and Child Health’s
(MCDMCH) safe motherhood efforts.
World Transport Policy and Practice
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MAMaZ was implemented in six districts of
Zambia to test a range of locally appropriate community systems that enabled
communities to respond to their own maternal and newborn health challenges. An
Emergency Transport System (ETS) was
one of the systems tested by MAMaZ and
its district partners. Baseline and endline
surveys measured changes in health care
access over time in all six intervention and
five control districts.
While in many rural parts of Africa there
are usually some transport options that
have the potential to be organized into

a range of barriers to accessing maternal and newborn health (MNH) services
by rural communities. For example, during a rapid qualitative assessment of demand-side constraints in each of the six
districts (Green and Nalili, 2010a; Green
and Nalili, 2010b; Soyoola and Banda,
2010; Surridge and Mate, 2011; Soyoola
and Nyirenda, 2011; Green and Nyirenda,
2011)1 , community members recounted
many tragic stories (such as those in Box
1) in which women died because of delays
in identifying danger signs and locating
transport and because of the long distance
to the health centre.

Box 1: Accounts of Maternal Deaths Reported by Community Members

•
In March 2010 a woman was walking from a distant village on her way to the
clinic. She delivered on the way, not far from another village. The woman had a retained placenta. The women in the nearby village were called to help but when they
got there it was too late, the woman had died.
•
In July 2010 in a village located about 18 km from the nearest rural health
centre, a pregnant woman aged 32 years went into labour. The baby’s head came
out first but the baby then became stuck for 10 hours. The family members decided
to take the woman to the health centre for help and went to look for oxen. The oxen
were hard to find but when eventually located, they started off for the health facility.
However, the woman died just before they got there.
•
In January 2011, in a rural village, a pregnant woman aged 27 years went into
labour at home. She struggled with labour for about 24 hours. When the family realized that she was not going to deliver they set off for the health facility but the health
centre was too far (20 km away) and the woman died on the way.
•
A young woman in her first pregnancy laboured for a whole day. On the second
day community members began searching for an oxcart to take her to the health
centre. They searched and searched and could not find one available. In the end they
were too late. The young woman died.
Surridge and Mate (2011)
an emergency response system, this was
not the case in many of the MAMaZ programme areas in Zambia. A few people in
some communities owned bicycles, one or
two others had an oxcart, but even where
these vehicles existed they were in heavy
demand and accessing them as emergency
transport was either virtually impossible or
unaffordable to many. Because of the lack
of transport options in many of the programme’s focal communities, MAMaZ provided locally appropriate transport such as
bicycle ambulances, boats or oxcarts.
Baseline studies conducted during the
programme’s inception phase identified
8

The most frequently mentioned barriers to
accessing MNH services were the physical ones, such as distance from the nearest health facility, poor road access because of flooding and/or deep sand, lack
of transport and, where transport existed,
the high cost. Box 2 presents some of the
statements made by community members
during the baseline assessment phase of
the programme.

1

The six district-specific rapid qualitative assessment baseline survey reports can be downloaded at:
http://www.healthpartners-int.co.uk/our_projects/
ProgrammeResources.html.
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The programme’s quantitative baseline
survey also identified a range of demand-

the selling of assets leaving families extremely vulnerable to any further shocks.

Box 2: Physical Barriers to Accessing Maternal Health Services
“The health centre from this village is four hours walking or two and a half
hours on a bicycle.... going to the health centre is very far...it’s very hard.”
•
“The health centre is 42 kms away from this place. If we use an ox cart, and
start out at 05.00 we reach the health centre at 19.00. If there is no ox cart, some
people may die on the way. If people walk they have to sleep on the way to the health
centre… This involves a journey of 13 km on a tarred main road and 29 km off-road.”
•
“The problem that we have is that the health facility is very far from here. If
we start at 6am we may reach the facility by 12pm. If labour is near or starts in the
village we would rather have our babies in the village.”
•
“I planned to go to the health facility with all my pregnancies, but there was
no transport and the health centre is six hours walk away so I had to deliver in the
village.”
•
“If labour starts at night and there is a long distance to the health centre, they
will decide to stay at home… Women don’t plan to deliver at home – it’s just that the
health centre is very far.”
•
“The health centre is far from this village ….We use bicycles. We put a chair on
the bike and carry the patient. It takes us three hours and 30 minutes to reach the
clinic. We try by all means to save women’s lives.... If we walked to the health centre,
it would take us a day to get there.”
•
“From here to the health facility the terrain is hilly. By the time we put a chair
on the bicycle, the woman will deliver on the way or lose the baby because of the
bumps and hills and during the rains the muddy areas are difficult so we prefer to
give birth in the village.”
•
“Distance to the health centre is a problem. The health centre from this village
is three to four hours if a pregnant woman is being pushed on a bike, or seven to
eight hours if she is walking. The patient would need to rest on the way.”

•

From Green and Nalili (2010a); Green and Nalili (2010b); Soyoola and Nyirenda
(2011), Surridge and Mate (2011)

side barriers and reinforced the qualitative
findings with distance and lack of transport
mentioned as key barriers to institutional
delivery by 54% of all respondents (Ensor,
2012; Green, Badru and Kaluba, 2012).
For a few communities commercial hire
vehicles were available but the cost was
often prohibitive to many families and, if
paid for in an emergency, could result in

In addition, it sometimes took community
members hours, even days, to raise the
funds, which were often borrowed from
neighbours or relatives. Raising such funds
was particualrly challenging from November to March, when food stocks were
running low and savings used up. Box 3
provides an example of some of the costrelated challenges facing communities in
the MAMaZ focal districts.

Box 3: Cost of Emergency Transport to and from Rural Areas
“From this village to the health centre costs 150,000 kwacha for private hire... Normally we wouldn’t have 150,000 kwacha at home in savings. We would try to borrow
from neighbours to raise the funds. We would also sell beans, groundnuts and rice.
We can sell a 5 kg container of groundnuts for 15,000 kwacha; a 5 kg container of
beans would sell for 15,000 kwacha; with maize we would get 3000 kwacha a gallon
when the maize has just been harvested, but up to 10,000 kwacha during the hungry
months. We would also sell chickens and goats. A chicken can fetch 15-25,000 right
now.”
Green and Nalili (2010b)

9
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What became clear during the baseline assessments was that the different factors
that constrain access to maternal health
services did not operate independently but
impacted on each other to create a more
complex picture against which decisions
were made and health seeking behaviour
was determined. Even though women may
know the dangers of childbirth, the challenges of getting to the facility combined
with other constraints, including sociocultural influences, gender relations and
long-standing practices, may result in a
decision to remain in the village. Women
weigh not just their perception of the risk
but also their perception of the probability of the risk occurring against the challenges of delivering at the facility. Table
1 provides a visual illustration of how, in
the minds of many women, the challenges
often greatly outweigh their perception of
the probability of the risk. The greater the
distance the health facility and the greater
the difficulty in accessing transport, the
Factors that may encourage women
to deliver at the facility

when they were unable to get to the facility, their perceptions are likely to change.
The MAMAZ Emergency
System (ETS)

Transport

Overview
In response to these multi-faceted demand-side challenges, the MAMaZ community engagement approach was designed with a number of interdependent
components that assisted community
members to share experiences, develop
new understanding about maternal and
newborn health issues, and develop community response systems that empowered
them to take action for themselves.
The programme was implemented in selected communities in six districts of
Zambia: Serenje and Mkushi (Central
Province); Kaoma and Mongu (Western
Province); Choma (Southern Province);
Factors that may discourage women
from delivering at the facility

Knowledge that every pregnancy carries Perception that the probability of risk oca risk
curring is low
Personal knowledge of someone dying No personal knowledge of someone dying
because of lack of access to a facility
because of lack of access to a facility
Knowledge that its safer to deliver at the Great distance to facility
facility
Encouraging attitude of some facility staff Lack of availability, or high cost of transport
Other women in the community deliver- Insufficient food to take to wait at mothing at the health facility
er’s shelters (where pregnant women wait
when they are near to term)
Supportive husband and family

•
•
•
•
•

Condition of mother’s shelter
Lack of childcare
Faith in those who assist delivery in
the village
Residual belief that women should endure hardship in childbirth
Mother or mother-in-law and siblings
delivered safely at home

Table 1: Factors Affecting Decision-making
more likely they are to remain at home.
This is particularly true if women lack personal knowledge of someone who has had
a maternal emergency. If on the other
hand they have personal knowledge of
someone close to them dying in childbirth
10

and Chama (Muchinga Province)2; a total
population coverage of 250,900. The implementation period of MAMaZ was relatively short, with some communities operating for nine months or less.
2 For maps of these provinces see pages 19-24
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A central component of the community
systems was the ETS, which provided
communities with the capability to take
action by transporting women or newborn
children to the facility once danger signs
had been recognised. The action was supported by other components such as savings schemes, foodbanks and childcare
schemes.
The ETS model was adapted from the
successful emergency transport system
established in Northern Nigerian as part
of the UK Department for International
Development (DFID) and Norwegian Aid
funded Partnership for Reviving Routine
Immunisation in Northern Nigeria and
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Programme (PRRINN-MNCH)3, which, in turn,
was based on successful approaches developed by other previous maternal health
programmes in Nigeria (Shehu, Ikeh and
Kuna, 1997; Green et al, 2008).
Unlike the PRRINN-MNCH programme,
which utilized locally available transport,
very limited, if any, local transport was
available in the Zambian communities in
which MAMaZ operated. In such communities, MAMaZ filled the gap by installing locally appropriate transport. A total of 123
community-based bicycle ambulances, 28
oxcarts, one boat and one donkey cart
were introduced across the six districts.
The decision as to which type of vehicle
to install was made after a thorough review of the terrain and discussions with
community members and leaders as to
the most appropriate form of transport for
that community.
How the ETS Functioned
The programme functioned in the following way:
•
The ETS was introduced and its
functioning fully explained during volunteer-led discussion groups.
•
During community meetings, which
included community leaders, the ETS was
fully explained and decisions were taken
regarding who would be the riders and who
would be the custodian of the vehicles. All
11

community members were helped to understand how to access the vehicle; how
the vehicle belonged to them; and that
they, the community members, would be
entirely responsible for its maintenance,
safe-keeping and responsible usage.
•
Two riders from each community
were trained in maintenance and usage
of the vehicle; its safe-keeping; what to
do in an emergency; how to handle pregnant women; how to relate to facility staff;
how to ensure their emergency patient received immediate treatment; and record
keeping.
•
The riders were encouraged to train
other riders and develop a mechanism for
ensuring that at least one of them was always readily available.
•
Many of the riders were also trained
as community engagement volunteers,
which increased their level of understanding and created greater synergy.
•
Community members were all
trained in what to do in an emergency and
how to locate a rider. In some communities, children were also trained and knew
exactly where to run to for help.
•
When an emergency arose, the riders were trained not to delay but leave as
quickly as possible for the facility. They
were accompanied by at least one additional rider, on a bicycle (this being the
only other available form of transport in
the locality) if accompanying a bicycle ambulance, or walking if accompanying an
oxcart, so that they could take over when
the main rider became tired, or assist
through difficult terrain. The husband and/
or a female ‘mother’s helper’, who would
know what to do if the women delivered
on the journey, also accompanied them.
•
Once the woman was being treated
at the facility the riders ensured that the
transfer was recorded in both the facility’s
and in their own record book.

3

See Green, Adamu and Abdulrahman (2013), The
Role of a Transport Union in Increasing Rural Women’s Access to Maternal Care in Northern Nigeria in
World Transport Policy and Practice Volume 19.2.
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•
Having delivered the woman to the
facility, the rider usually waited to see if
the woman needed to return home that
same day. If so, they would make the return journey with the woman. If not, they
returned to the community and sometimes
travelled the distance again a day or so
later to collect the woman.
•
As the programme evolved, the
ETS was also used to transport women to
wait at the facility near to the due date.
This was especially so in the communities
where oxcarts were used, because they
moved so slowly.
•
In some communities, once they
fully understood the potential dangers in
pregnancy, many women sought out ETS
riders to transport them to the facility as
soon as they began labour. Moreover, once
they understood that every pregnancy carries a danger, ETS riders often encouraged
women to be taken to the facility as soon
as labour began – just in case an emergency arose.
Integration of ETS with other components
While an emergency transport system
could operate independently, provided
people are able to recognise danger signs,
it is unlikely to be successful or sustainable
if not accompanied by additional supportive measures. The ETS was fully integrated
with all other aspects of the MAMaZ community engagement approach. Mother’s
helpers were carried on the supporting bicycle on the same journey. Maintenance of
the bicycle ambulances was dependent on
community emergency saving schemes,
and in some communities the riders were
supported with food from community food
banks during the journey. The majority
of ETS riders were also involved in community-wide safe motherhood discussion
groups.

primarily a result of the awareness-raising
of the SMAG volunteers.”
•
“Without the education by the volunteers people would not have been sensitised; the way they taught us led us to
know the importance of the ETS.”
Male Involvement
The programme targeted men as well
as women in all aspects of the community engagement strategy, including the
discussion of maternal emergencies and
knowledge of danger signs. Consequently, health facility staff reported a greater
number of men accompanying their wives
to Ante-natal Care (ANC) visits and for institutional deliveries. However, the introduction of ETS and rider training provided
an activity that a greater number of men
could relate to more easily because of the
traditional male roles and thus helped to
more fully involve a greater proportion of
the male population in the communities.
Because of these traditional roles, the majority of ETS riders were men, but in some
districts, such as Serenje, a few of the bicycle ambulance riders were women.
Types of Vehicle
The selection of the mode of emergency
transport in each community was based
on careful study of each situation; discussion with community members in each
recipient community; and the most familiar form of transport in that area. Careful
consideration was then given to the most
appropriate type of transport in each community.

During a review of ETS in December 2012,
when asked whether ETS could stand
alone, responses from community members were as follows:
•
“ETS would not have been as effective without the community mobilisation
work because the present effectiveness is
12

Figure 1: The Bicycle Ambulance
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MAMaZ and its district partners opted for a
bicycle ambulance design that enabled the
stretcher section to be detached from the
carriage, thereby allowing the patient to
be carried from their place of residence to
the ambulance, or from the bicycle ambulance to the health facility. The design included a full canopy for protection and privacy of the patient and size 26-inch tyres
to provide high ground clearance. The regular bicycle design was adapted to include
hand brakes instead of the foot breaking
system, and a light was fixed to accommodate night riding. The bicycle ambulances
were designed by a Lusaka-based NGO,
Disacare, which had a long track record of
designing low-cost appropriate transport
technologies.

Figure 2: The Oxcart
The oxcarts were made locally to the area
in which they were to be used. Their design incorporated a metal base and wooden sides with higher than normal suspension due to the local terrain. They were
designed to be sufficiently sturdy for prolonged use and sustainability.

it ideal for transporting expectant mothers in labour or with a complication. Long
poles, similar to the local dugout canoes,
were used to manually power the boat.
The Challenges
There were a few challenges with the ETS
but most of these occurred in the initial
stages and were resolved as the programme progressed:
•
One of the main issues was the
sourcing of well-made oxcarts and an appropriate size of oxen in the districts that
required them. The initial workmanship on
some of the oxcarts was not of an acceptable standard and a few of the oxen were
too small to pull the carts. This delayed the
installation of the oxcarts and, given that
ETS was integral to the community-based
programme, it led to initial disillusionment
in some of the intervention communities.
•
As the programme progressed,
communities identified a number of additional requirements, such as protective
clothing for riders and an additional bicycle for the accompanying rider that would
improve the scheme. Some communities
were able to pay for these from their savings schemes and from grants awarded
through a Social Fund operated by the
programme and the District Health Management Teams.
•
A small number of bicycle ambulance riders dropped out early on, particularly because of the long distances they
needed to travel. Sufficient new riders
were then trained by existing experienced
riders to ensure that more of them would
be able to take turns in riding the bicycles
on the long journeys.
Results and Achievements

Figure 3: The Boat
This short, wide boat was sourced and procured locally. Its size and stability made
13

Across the six intervention districts, institutional deliveries increased from 51%
to 76%, a 25 percentage point increase,
which is striking in a programme of relatively short duration. This and other positive maternal health-related results were
much higher in the six programme intervention districts than in five control districts, and hence it is possible to attribute
a large proportion of the positive changes
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to MAMaZ. A total of 1,190 women benefitted from the community-based ETS
between July 2011 and December 2012
(216 women with complications and 974
women with normal deliveries). The ETS
transfers that were made throughout the
programme’s timeframe were equivalent
to 14% of reported deliveries in the intervention sites. This result shows that ETS
provided an important safety net for pregnant women in the rural communities in
which MAMaZ worked.

shelters. Thus any complication was more
likely to occur at the facility rather than in
the community. This was illustrated by the
programme’s endline survey, which highlighted a significant shift in where complications took place. When the programme
first started, about 67% of women in both
intervention and control districts were at
a health facility when their complication
arose. This had increased to 83% in the
endline survey and was 10% higher in the
intervention compared to the control sites.

Across all six districts, the 216 women with
complications transferred to a health facility by the community-based ETS by December 2012 was equivalent to 47% of reported maternal complications. However,
the programme’s community monitoring
system only captured the data of women

In addition, many ETS riders reported taking all women in labour to the health facility as soon as possible because of their
new awareness of the potential dangers
and, they felt that the women would be
better served if they were at the facility in
case an emergency should arise.

Chart 1: Baseline and Endline Results of the Intervention
for whom a complication was identified
while they were in the community, rather than at the facility. Once women had
become aware of the potential dangers,
more of them were either walking or travelling by ETS to the facility in advance of
their due date and waiting at the mother’s

The 216 emergency ETS
transfers from the community to the health facility
can be used as a proxy for
‘maternal deaths averted’.
Although there is no guarantee that a successful ETS
transfer results in a life
saved, research and monitoring visits undertaken in
the implementation districts
showed that communities
perceived that maternal
deaths had all but ceased
since the programme began
(Green, 2012). Data from
the health centres supported this perception.

The programme collected case studies illustrating the importance of the ETS to
communities. Box 4 contains the account
of a beneficiary and Box 5 contains two accounts of ETS riders.

Box 4: Story Narrated by a Beneficiary
“I was almost nine months pregnant and lived with my husband and mother in-law. I
felt abdominal pains at 1am and informed my mum of my condition at 12 noon. My
mother immediately fetched an ETS rider who also lives in our settlement; the rider
arrived at 2pm with the bicycle ambulance. He asked me to lie down in the ambulance, and he set off for the health facility. We reached the health facility at 3pm; the
nurse welcomed me and led me to a bed. I delivered just one hour later - at 4pm;
both my baby and I were fine and we were discharged that same day. The bicycle
ambulance rider had waited for us and he took us back to the village.”

14
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Box 5: Two Accounts of ETS Transfer by Riders
“I was called to pick up a neighbour who was pregnant and had also experienced swollen feet earlier in her pregnancy. I was called at 23 hours and I went
to pick her up with the bicycle ambulance immediately. We arrived at the health
facility at about 24 hours and she was attended to immediately, the health workers
even offered her tea because she was cold. While trying to deliver she had another
problem. It was a twin pregnancy, the first baby was delivered OK but there was a
problem with the second, the foot came out first. But the health worker helped her
and mother and both babies were fine. I returned to the village that same night, as
soon as I knew the woman was being treated.”

•

•
“It was in the morning around 8am that a community member sent her child
to inform me that there was a case to transport. I immediately got on the bicycle
ambulance and headed for the woman’s place. When I got to her place and was informed that the condition started at midnight and we started off to the health facility
(17.5 km away) with one of the volunteers and a female family member as escorts.
Just about 500 metres away, I was asked to stop. The volunteer said to me can you
go away from here we want to do something? After 10 minutes they called me back
to the scene and told me the woman had delivered. We proceeded to the facility as
we were taught; before we reached the facility I was told that the woman needed
to rest so I stopped again. They went in to a nearby village, maybe to dispose of
the placenta and clean the baby. We started off for the health facility again and
reached there at about 14 hours. There was no complication, I waited and brought
the woman and her baby back to the village. We reached the village at about 16
hours.”
(Soyoola, Simfukwe and Surridge, 2012)
It was not an uncommon trend across all
programme districts for riders to return
women to the village after treatment and
discharge from the health facility. It is possible that this trend is one of the contributory factors for the increased uptake of
health facility delivery in the MAMaZ sites.
Discussion
In the MAMaZ programme, the levels of
participation of community members in
general, and the ETS riders and helpers
in particular, have had a major positive
impact on the communities in which they
work. The following paragraphs outline
some of these impacts.

Ownership by Community Members
Possibly because of previous dependence
on government to provide all the solutions, it took time and a number of support and monitoring visits for all community members to fully understand that the
ETS, along with other community systems,
was their own system and that they were
totally responsible for it. Once it was fully
realized that they had been entrusted with
the vehicles to keep, this had a positive
impact on communities and they took on
the role willingly. Evidence of the strength
of community ownership can be seen in
the following account of how community
members protected their ETS vehicles
from misuse in different districts.

Box 6: Protecting the Transport
In Serenje district women confronted one rider who they observed was drunk using
the bicycle of the bicycle ambulance. They managed to retrieve the bicycle and the
community changed the custodian. Similarly in Chama district women confronted
a rider who they thought was misusing the bicycle belonging to the bicycle ambulance. Later they were informed that the rider was on his way to service the bicycle.
In the third case from Mongu district community members thought that the riders
were misusing oxen, then it transpired that they were training the newly arrived
oxen to pull the cart.
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The records of patient transfers and the
construction of shelters for safe keeping of
the bicycle ambulances provide additional
evidence of ownership. Village headmen
also played a key role by taking interest in
understanding, promoting and monitoring
the operation of the ETS in their communities and ensuring that every woman had
equal access.
Capability to Act
One of the main benefits of the ETS was
that it provided communities with the capability to take action for themselves.
Once they understood the danger signs,
they felt that they could do something
about the situation. As soon as they realized that a pregnant woman was experiencing a complication, they took action
immediately, prepared the transport and
immediately began transferring her to the
facility. Other studies have highlighted the
importance of getting right both the sequencing of participatory problem-solving
and provision of means to act (Schmidt,
2001).
Male Involvement
The programme targeted men as well
as women in all aspects of the community engagement strategy, including the
discussion of maternal emergencies and
knowledge of maternal danger signs. Consequently, health facility staff reported
a greater number of men accompanying
their wives to ANC visits and to delivery.
However, the introduction of ETS and rider
training provided an activity to which a
greater number of men could relate because of persisting traditional male roles.
This helped to more fully involve a greater
proportion of the male population in the
communities.
Equity and Equitable Access
The volunteers discussed mechanisms
for reaching isolated and harder-to-reach

families and individuals, especially those
living in poverty, but also women who
lacked the support of their families. Strategies were then agreed and acted upon.
In the discussion groups great emphasis
was placed on ensuring that everyone
knew about, and was able to access ETS.
The case study in Box 7 below illustrates
that efforts were made to reach socially
isolated women and include them in the
community response. Community Chiefs
also played a significant role in reminding
volunteers to target more marginalized individuals; to ensure that they were visited
regularly during pregnancy; and that they
knew exactly how to summon the ETS, if
and when required.
The MAMaZ training approach, its use of
small group discussions, and its objective
of saturating the whole community, ensured that the voices of as many community members as possible were heard. In
one or two communities, where an elite
member tried to keep and use the emergency transport for themselves, community members complained and the custodianship of the vehicle was reassigned.
Developing Trust
Wherever communities and authorities or
development partners work together there
is a need for mutual trust (Joseph, 1998).
For example, for the MAMaZ communities
and authorities to work together to create an effective referral transport system,
there needed to be trust between the two,
as well as trust between the MAMaZ programme staff and community members.
Initial reluctance in some communities
to trust in the programme was the result
of previous participatory interventions,
which had not taken sufficient account of
local needs and practices. To address this,
the inception phase of MAMaZ was characterized by a number of baseline activities,

Box 7: Reaching Marginalised Women
In a MAMaZ focal community, the community health volunteers identified a pregnant
woman with an intellectual disability; the husband had a similar disability. The volunteers encouraged them to deliver their baby at the health facility and organized
the ETS to take them when the woman was near to term. Despite their inability to
prepare for facility delivery, the couple went to wait at the mother’s shelter. Whilst at
the mother’s shelter, some of the volunteers gave them food and baby clothing. The
mother had a successful delivery and the couple waited for the six days postnatal
visit after which they returned to their village.
16
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in which the views, experiences, expectations, concerns, constraints and potentials
were carefully listened to, documented
and taken full account of in adapting the
programme design to the needs of each
district.
The arrival of the bicycle ambulances and
oxcarts were extremely significant in the
communities; not just because of the increased access they afforded but because
they were a symbol of the fact that the
MAMaZ programme kept its word, and
thus built greater trust in the programme.
The arrival of the vehicles also signaled to
communities that they were genuinely being trusted to own and manage the transport themselves.
Impact on the Riders
A number of the MAMaZ ETS riders reported that they had gained greater confidence and self-esteem since they took on
the role. They had been accorded greater
status in their community, with community members being extremely grateful for
the service they had rendered. Others realized that there were many things they
had learnt in the MAMaZ training that they
could transfer to other aspects of their
lives. They had changed in many ways.
This transformational potential of volunteering has often been reported (Cooke,
2001; Uphoff, 1996).

newborn danger signs to the facility to
seek help.
Prospects For Sustainability
The results achieved by MAMaZ indicate
that a significant number of women’s and
newborn infants’ lives can be saved by a
programme that addresses demand-side
constraints. In the MAMaZ sites, the ETS
was crucial to achieving these results.
However, in the absence of a committed
group of community volunteers who had
been successfully mobilised around a maternal and newborn health agenda and
who had gone on to facilitate a change
process at community level, it is questionable whether the ETS would have worked
as effectively.
Capacity development and sustainability
were integral to the design of the MAMaZ
programme. The high level of ownership of
the ETS by communities provided a strong
indication that the programme was likely
to be sustained as did the low level of attrition of volunteers, including the ETS riders.
The enhanced community capacity in the
management of the ETS will also contribute to sustainability and the integration
with the other community systems will
ensure that the resources are in place for
its continuation. The increased community knowledge and commitment to saving

Box 8: An ETS Transfer by the Respondent (Rider’s story)
“This incident happened on 01/10/2012 and it was around 22-23 hours. The pregnant woman lives in the hills; one of the [community health] volunteers called me
that the woman needed to get to the health facility, her health condition was severe
abdominal pains. The village is far from here, before I could get there, the [community health volunteer] called again to say that the woman had delivered. The baby
was born weak and could not cry. We decided to take the mother and her baby to the
health facility. We put them in the bicycle ambulance that was around 24 hours when
we started off for the clinic. The ride to the clinic was slow because of the hilly terrain; when we got to there, they decided to refer her to the General Hospital. We got
to the clinic at 02 hours and she was referred to the General Hospital by ambulance
at 03. Once she was on her way, I returned to the village. The woman delivered her
baby safely and both mother and baby are now fine.”
Soyoola, Simfukwe and Surridge (2012)
Many of the riders were extremely committed to their work as Box 8 shows. In
this case study, even though the woman
had delivered, the rider saw the need to
transport the newborn who had obvious
17

lives and the positive results will strengthen communities’ motivation to ensure that
the ETS keeps running. As one community
member said: “We see the women go the
clinic in pain and with complications and
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we see them and their babies come back
alive – this gives us much hope” (Surridge
et al, 2012).
Policy Implications
Mobility is essential for many rural communities to access available maternal and
child health services. Maximising the potential for communities to manage their
own systems which bridge the gap between
the community and the health facility could
be the most effective and cost-effective
way of ensuring poor people’s access to
both emergency and non-emergency maternal health services (Green, 2012). This
in turn should have a significant impact on
progress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 4 and 5.
Demand-side barriers to the utilisation of
maternal and newborn health services can
be deep and complex and need specific
strategies and programmes to address
them (Ensor and Cooper, 2004), but with
constraints on health sector budgets, and
the challenges involved with addressing
such barriers, for which many health personnel are unprepared and inexperienced,
demand-side constraints tend to be neglected. In addition, there is often confusion about where the appropriate institutional home for such initiatives should be.
The Zambian government has moved this
debate forward with the introduction of
the Safe Motherhood Action Group (SMAG
initiative) and the devolution of funds for
SMAG and other community-based activities to the health facilities. It is also giving
priority to building or upgrading mother’s
shelters (maternity waiting homes), which
allow pregnant women who are near to
delivery to wait at a location that is closer
to the health facility. In the rural Zambian
context there is huge potential to use sustainable forms of community transport to
ensure that communities are able to utilise
this service.

port community-focused initiatives.
A number of policy implications arise from
the implementation of emergency transport schemes and integrated community
engagement strategy, such as those that
have been implemented with the support
of MAMaZ. These include the need for governments to:
•
acknowledge in policy and strategy that it is the responsibility of the government to ensure that the referral gap
between communities and the facility is
closed and that specific, budgeted activities need to be implemented in order to
achieve this
•
build a secure institutional home
within government for community engagement activities in health and emergency
transport systems
•
devise a policy which recognises
the potential of communities in contributing to transport solutions at the lowest
level of the referral chain
•
when planning referral systems,
involve community representatives in the
planning processes.
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Appendix: District Maps
(Every effort was made to contact the copyright holder for permission to reproduce these maps)
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Campus Transportation: A students’
perspective
John Baptist Gauci
Introduction
Over the last decades, the motorization
levels in the industrialised countries across
the world have risen drastically (MillardBall and Schipper, 2010). Employees and
students need to travel to and from their
respective place of work or study (Kerr et
al., 2010), and to do so, they have to decide which form of transport to use. The
reasons affecting this decision have been
classified into two broad categories, namely instrumental (or utilitarian) motives and
affective motives (Gardner and Abraham,
2007). The instrumental motives include
financial, convenience and flexibility issues
(Banister, 2005; Glazebrook, 2009), while
the affective motives revolve around the
emotional experience of driving (Gatersleben and Uzzell, 2007; Steg, 2005). Gardner and Abraham (2007, p.188) argue that
although many researchers have treated
the two motives as independent, in reality
“apparently utilitarian factors such as time
and reliability can be important precisely
because of their affective consequences,
such as frustration, and stress.” Lanzendorf (2003) studied also the effect of habitual behaviour on long term decisions on
travel choices, and concludes that choices
concerning travel modes which are a result
of habit, and are thus non-deliberate, are
more difficult to influence through travel
demand management strategies.
Understanding the travel behaviour and
motivation of commuters is thus a complex task, albeit an important one in an
attempt to shift towards more sustainable modes of transport. The regular and
persistent use of private vehicles in urban
areas is impacting on the environment
and on the human health, with numerous studies (for example, Anderson et al.,
2011) showing an association between the
incidence of respiratory problems and exposure to traffic-related air pollution. Other problems related to the ever increasing
motorisation rate concern sound pollution,
traffic accidents, land use and the depletion of natural resources (Kolbensvedt et
al., 1996, cited in Nilsson & Küller, 2000).
The congestion created on roads leading
27

to educational institutions has been noted
by many for a long time now (for example,
Brown-West, 1996), and the ever-increasing number of students who are undertaking post-secondary and tertiary education
is making the situation even worse.
The travel profile of students attending
post-compulsory education deserves to
be given its fair share of attention by researchers. A number of studies have been
conducted in order to examine aspects of
students’ travel behaviour in the US (McFadden et al., 2008), Canada (Beringer,
2006), New Zealand (Khan and Mohammadzadeh, 2011) and Australia (Kerr et
al., 2010; Rose, 2008). Universities and
other higher-education providers in European countries have also addressed the
travel choices of their students and staff.
Through the studies conducted and travel plans devised, a number of successful initiatives have been undertaken by
these institutions. For instance, Lancaster
University reports that the installation of
new shower facilities for cyclists, the reconditioned bicycle sales scheme adopted
and the absolute reduction in car parking
spaces available contributed towards the
doubling of the number of students who
cycled to campus over a period of two
years (Lancaster University, 2010). The
implementation of a combination of a private University car share group and a car
club, and improvements to sustainable
travel services (such as discounted bus
tickets, a salary sacrifice scheme offering
discounts on the purchase of bikes, and
other discount schemes), led to a 9% reduction over a period of five years in the
number of parking permits issued by the
University of York in spite of a 19% increase in the number of students and staff
over the same period of time (The University of York, 2012).
The main objectives of the travel plans
designed by higher education institutions
revolve around improving access to the
campuses, easing the car parking problems and reducing the negative impacts
on the environment (see, for example,
Liverpool John Moores University, 2010;
University of Cambridge, 2012). The point
of departure for these studies is generally
based on the results of travel surveys conducted with both students and staff. This
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provides the main motivation for the current study. The main aim of this study is
to conduct a quantitative research on the
travel behaviour of students attending the
main post-secondary vocational college in
the island-state of Malta, with the objective of understanding the travel profile of
the students in order to come up with possible solutions aimed at addressing the issues involve.
Background
The Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology [MCAST] offers post-secondary
vocational educational to students aged
16 and over. Its main campus is situated
in the town of Paola in the Southern Harbour Region, with five satellite institutes
spread across the Maltese islands. Figure
1 shows the inhabited areas on the Maltese islands and the location of the MCAST
campuses. The Southern Harbour Region
has a population density of 3,026 persons
per square kilometre, second only to its

land, especially in, but not limited to, the
Northern and Southern Harbour Regions
(see, for example, Costantino, 2011). The
reasons might be various and varied, but
the high level of population density, the
lack of use of public transport and the almost inexistent practice of car-pooling are
the greatest contributors (not necessarily
in that order) to this traffic chaos. With
a total size of less than 316 square kilometres and a population density of 1,317
persons per square kilometre, Malta (the
main island forming part of the Maltese
Archipelago) is very closely comparable to
a Central Business District [CBD] in one of
the major European cities. Hence the results of this survey should serve as a good
indication of the situation that many colleges and universities in the CBDs across
Europe are in.
The road infrastructure around the main
campus is limited to arterial roads and distributor roads, with no routes exclusively
dedicated to cycles. The pedestrian paths

Figure 1. Map of the Maltese Islands
neighbour the Northern Harbour Region
with 4,997 persons per square kilometre
(NSO, 2012). The frustration suffered by
commuters stuck in endless traffic jams
has become a daily occurrence on the Is28

leading to the campus consist of an at-most
one-metre wide sidewalk on either side of
the roads. There are five bus-stops within
a 500-metre radius of the campus, three
of which (marked as MCAST and Wills on
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Figure 2) serve only one bus-route (namely X7), whilst the remaining two bus-stops
each serve sixteen bus-routes going in opposite directions (namely 1, 2, 3, 81, 82,
83, 91, 92, 93, 94, 204, 206, 210, 226, X2,
X3) mainly linking the capital city Valletta
to a number of localities in the Southern
Harbour Region. The campus houses six
car parks which can accommodate a total
of 260 cars, with another public car park
(with a capacity of around 70 cars) located
just outside the campus. Apart from the
parking lot marked P1 on Figure 2 which
is reserved for staff working in the head
office, there are no other reserved parking
spaces. Staff and students have to share
the remaining parking spaces, with the result that many end up parking on-street,
either on or off campus.

versity generally either walk or ride their
bike to campus. It would be of interest to
examine whether this behaviour is a trend
that can be generalised to and observed
in students attending higher educational
institutions in other countries; hence the
motivation of our first hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1. The mode of transport
used by students to travel to and from
campus is related to the place of residence of the students.
Kerr et al. (2010) examined the reasons
why students at the Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane) use their
private cars to make the home-to-campus
trip. They mention convenience, reliability,
comfort and security as the main motiva-

Figure 2. Detailed map of MCAST main campus in Paola
Research hypotheses
In their research on the travel behaviour of students attending the University
of Western Australia (Perth), Shannon et
al. (2006) concluded that the majority of
students living far away from university
travel to campus alone in their private car
(what they refer to as a ‘single occupancy
vehicle’), while those living close to uni29

tors that instigate students to drive to university. These results suggest that the students’ decision to use public transport is
affected, at least partially, by the efficiency, effectiveness and penetration of public
transport, and is thus influenced by how
well public transport serves the students’
locality of residence. Thus our second hypothesis is specifically aimed at scientifically verifying this common belief.
World Transport Policy and Practice
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Hypothesis 2. The reasons why students do not use public transport are
related to the place of residence of the
students.
Travel behaviour is also influenced by economic constraints, not merely in the traditional sense, but in a wider perspective
as identified by Becker (1965) in terms of
monetary value and time value. Davidov
et al. (2003) tested whether monetary and
time restrictions affect the choice of the
mode of travel, without restricting their
attention to students but rather by taking
a representative sample of the German
population. Driven by the need to take into
consideration “the efficiency of the use of
time rather than its absolute magnitude,
which reflects how costly or effectively
time is used” (p.273), they introduced
another variable which makes use of the
quotient of distance travelled and duration of travel, namely velocity. Our next
hypothesis addresses these issues.
Hypothesis 3. There is a relationship
between the mode of transport and (i)
the average daily total time spent in
travelling to and from campus; and (ii)
the average velocity of the journey.
Given the relatively small size of Malta,
one is tempted to argue that the expenditure on fuel would be practically insignificant when combined with the other expenditure related to maintaining a private
vehicle, and thus there would be no relationship between expenditure and time
spent in travelling. To test this, we present
the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4. There is a positive relationship between the average daily
total time spent in travelling and the
average weekly expenditure in travelling for those who drive to campus.
Methodology
The target population of this survey was
composed of all the full-time students attending the MCAST Paola campus (not
including the other satellite institutes)
amounting to 3,879 students. The registrar
provided the number of students coming
from each locality, but the actual sampling
30

frame was not made available due to data
protection issues, and thus a completely
random sampling technique could not be
used. To counteract this limitation, a relatively large sample size was used and the
sample members were chosen on different
days, at different times and from various
places around the campus. The population was divided according to the different localities of residence, and a sample
size for each locality was calculated so
that the sample would reflect the proportion of students in the population coming
from each locality across Malta. A group of
thirty-one students reading for a business
degree within MCAST were each assigned
a specific locality or group of localities and
under the supervision of the author they
randomly chose the sample members with
whom to administer the actual survey. The
survey was conducted between 26 November and 10 December 2012.
The research tool adopted was composed
of two parts. The first part consisted of
a questionnaire asking the respondents
to identify the main method of transport
used to travel to and from MCAST, giving
reasons why they used the chosen modes
of transport. The second part of the survey asked respondents to keep a diary for
a whole week (five working days) where
they had to log the daily time taken to
travel to and from campus, and the weekly expenditure on transport. This approach
was adopted in order to reduce the risk
of having respondents relying on memory
when stating the time taken in travelling
and the associated eventuality of inventing
or rounding off the duration of their journey, hence leading to inaccurate measurements. Those who drove their private car
to college were asked to state the annual
expenditure related to their vehicles (licence, insurance, and service), which was
then proportionally added to the weekly
expenditure on fuel.
The initial face-to-face questionnaire
helped in establishing a personal contact
with the respondents that would facilitate
the completion of the second part of the
survey, which, due to its nature, was more
prone to a low response rate. Out of a sample of 3,116 students, the final response
rate achieved was that of 63.7%. Figure
3 represents the student population and
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sample sizes, together with the response
rates for the five Maltese regions as used
for statistical purposes (NSO, 2012).

Figure 3. Population size, sample size and response rate per region.
Results and discussion
The majority of the students sampled
complete the home-to-campus journey
by bus, with the second most common
choice being the private car. Generalising
these results to the entire population of
students, it can be said (with 95% confidence) that between 52.3% and 56.7%
use the bus (which is the only means of
public transport on the Island) to make
the home-to-campus journey, while be-

tween 34.2% and 38.5% make the same
journey using a private car. For the campus-to-home journey, between 50.2% and
54.6% travel by bus and between 36.9%
and 41.2% use private cars. The results
indicate that between 23.9% and 27.7%
of the students drive their car to the campus, resulting in between 926 and 1076
student vehicles parked daily on the college grounds or on the streets in the vicinity, with all the consequences that this has
on the security on campus, on the people
living close to the campus and on the traf-

Table 1. Percentage of students in the sample classified by region and mode of
travel to and from campus.
Notes. N: Northern Region; NH: Northern Harbour Region; SE: South Eastern Region;
SH: Southern Harbour Region; W: Western Region.
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fic on the roads leading to the college. The
proportion of students who make the journey to and from campus on foot or by bike
is very small. Table 1 shows the percentage of students in the sample classified by
region and mode of travel to and from the
campus.
There is statistical evidence (p<0.0001%)
that the decision to use the same mode of
transport for both journeys is related with
the mode of transport. Those who are passengers in private cars are more prone to
using different modes in order to do the
two journeys on any particular day. Carpooling increases for the campus-to-home
journey with the main reason given by the
respondents being attributed to having a
different schedule than that of the person
they car-pool with.
In view of Hypothesis 1, a number of chisquared tests were conducted to check
H0: mode of transport and place of residence are
independent
H1: mode of transport and place of residence are
related

to campus. It is noticed that the lack of a
timely bus service tops the list. A considerable proportion of students stated that
they are not interested in using buses for a
number of different reasons, including the
preference towards using a private car to
facilitate mobility, to avoid wasting time in
commuting, the ability to carry and store
books and other resources when not being used in class, the provision of a shelter
from weather elements while commuting,
and other factors related to the enjoyment
of driving and the associated sense of
freedom. Further analysis was conducted
to determine whether the reasons given
are related to the locality of residence of
the students (Hypothesis 2). An analysis
by region in this case was not appropriate because different localities in the same
region would have a different bus service.
Instead, an analysis by location was carried out and the chi-squared test conducted (summarised in Table 4) provides

Journey

Test
statistic

Home-to-campus
1422.325
Campus-to-home
1403.430
Home-to-campus
598.032
On a regional level
Campus-to-home
534.543
On a regional level but excluding the Southern
Home-to-campus
48.738
Harbour region
Campus-to-home
47.012
Table 2. Summary of chi-squared tests for independence conducted in
to Hypothesis 1.
Notes. *Reject H0 in favour of H1 at the 0.01% level of significance.
On a locality-by-locality level

for evidence of a relationship between the
mode of transport and the place of residence. The results (summarised in Table
2) are interesting in that, when all the localities are taken into consideration, there
is a strong evidence of a relationship between mode of transport and place of residence, both on a locality-by-locality level
and on a regional level, however when the
Southern Harbour region is removed from
the data, the relationship becomes somewhat weaker and cannot be accepted at
the 0.01% level of significance (which although very low, cannot be overlooked).
The students who neither use public transport to travel to college nor go on foot were
asked to state the main reasons why they
do not commute by bus. The results are
presented in Figure 4 and are classified
by the mode of transport used to travel
32

p-value
0.0000% *
0.0000% *
0.0000% *
0.0000% *
0.0117%
0.0211%
relation

strong evidence of a relationship between
the locality of residence and the reasons
given for not using public transport, thus
justifying the hypothesis made.
The times taken to commute to and from
campus were also analysed. The results
(Figure 5) are visibly skewed to the right
with the majority of the students saying that they employ 30 to 40 minutes
for each leg of the journey. The locality
of residence of the students would quite
obviously have an effect on time, so the
times taken were classified according to
the mode of transport. These results are
summarised in Table 3, where the associated 95% confidence intervals are also
presented. These verify (at the 5% level
of significance) the claim made in Hypothesis 3(i), namely that there is a relationship between the mode of transport and
World Transport Policy and Practice
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Reasons for not using public transport

60%
40%

103

52

64

9
27

20%

67

Driving and pooling
with MCAST stdnt

Driving car alone

0%

22

1

229

7

28

46

16

22

19

No response
Not interested

233

Buses not on time

3

114

Buses not frequent

25

3

141

No direct bus

4

Grand Total

143

1
28

5
19

By bike/ motorcycle

80%

2
32

Passenger in car not
driven by MCAST
stdnt

13

Passenger in car
driven by MCAST
stdnt

100%

Figure 4. Reasons given by respondents for not making use of public transport.
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Figure 5. Distributions of average daily time spent in travelling to campus
and from campus.
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the amount of time taken to travel to and
from campus. The students using public
transport spend almost double the amount
of time to make the same journey than
those using private means of transport.
It is worth noting that the difference between the time taken to travel to campus
and the time taken to travel from campus
is negligible for each mode of transport.

To

From

To

In addressing the second part of Hypothesis 3, the average velocity for each region and for each mode of transport was
calculated by taking into consideration the
time to travel to campus. The time taken
to travel from campus was not considered
because, as remarked previously, the difference between the two times is negligible. For logical reasons, only the respondMode of
transport

Number of
respondents

Mean

Private
Public
Total
Private
Public
Total

721
1081
1984
775
1040
1984

30.5
59.8
45.5
30.2
59.2
44.6

Private
Public
Private &
Public

721
1081

17.8
9.7

1802

12.9

graphia, 2011), the velocity of the modes
of transport used by the students to travel
to campus is not related to the population
density of the regions of residence. Whilst
the South Eastern region is only the third
highest densely populated region, the velocity of travel is the least from amongst
all the regions. It is suggested that future
research could investigate the reasons behind these findings.
The expenditure on transport was also investigated in this survey. Those students
who either walk or are passengers in private cars have either no expenditure or a
variable one, and hence were too erratic
to be taken into consideration. The weekly
expenditure of those students who drive
their private cars to campus was found to
95% Confidence intervals for the
Standard
mean
Deviation
Lower bound
Upper bound
Average daily time taken (in minutes)
15.6
29.3
31.6
25.6
58.3
61.3
26.7
44.3
46.7
16.6
29.1
31.4
26.1
57.6
60.8
26.8
43.5
45.8
Average velocity (in km/h)
8.2
17.2
18.4
4.3
9.4
10.0
7.3

12.6

13.3

Table 3. Average daily time taken to travel to and from campus and average velocity grouped by mode of transport.
ents who chose either public or private
means of transport were taken into consideration for this analysis (thus eliminating those who either walk to campus or
use a bike). The 95% confidence intervals
for the average velocity for each mode of
transport are shown in Table 3, while the
results categorised by region are shown in
the cartogram (Figure 6). The average velocity of those who use public transport is
almost half that of those who use private
transport, hence the relationship between
mode of transport and the velocity of the
journey (with both being well below the
50 km/h speed limit for urbanised areas
(Traffic Control Board Section, 2001)).
Contrary to the arguments made by many
that the amount of traffic (and hence the
velocity) and the population density are related (see for example, Cox, 2003; Demo34

be between €28.97 and €31.42 (with 95%
confidence). Arriva Malta, as the public
transport service provider on the Island,
offers the possibility of buying a weekly
ticket for €6.50 or a daily ticket for €1.50
(amounting to €7.50 per 5-day working
week) (Arriva, 2012). The students using public transport thus have one of the
above stated expenditure for transport. It
is worth noting that, although a 30-day
student bus ticket is available for €21, the
students are seemingly unaware or unconvinced of this cheaper alternative. The results for the 95% confidence intervals are
presented in Figure 7.
In testing Hypothesis 4, only the students
who drive their private car to campus were
taken into consideration. The average daily total time taken to travel to and from
World Transport Policy and Practice
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Figure 6. Cartogram showing velocity of journey to campus by region.

95% Confidence Interval for Average
Expenditure
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transport
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Figure 7. 95% confidence intervals for the average weekly expenditure on
transport.
campus and the average expenditure was
calculated for the students coming from
each locality, and a linear regression and
correlation analysis was carried out. The
results (Table 4) show that there is a positive correlation between the two variables
at the 5% level of significance, indicating
that a higher expenditure should be expected by those who employ more time in
commuting.
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Conclusions and implications
It was observed that the mode of transport used to travel to campus is related
to the place of residence of the students
and the majority of the students use public
transport to make their home-to-campus
and return journeys. One should keep in
mind that the choice of the mode of transport might not necessarily be a reasoned
one but rather an imposed one. Some of
the students would either not have a driving licence due to being under the legal
driving age or not own a car because they
would still be saving for one (or both). One
World Transport Policy and Practice
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Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 4

H0: reason for not using public transport and locality of
residence are independent
H1: reason for not using public transport and locality of
residence are related
H0: correlation is not significantly different from zero
H1: correlation is significantly different from zero
Slope

Intercept

Correlation coefficient

0.1324

22.7654

0.4457

Test
statistic

p-value

182.884

0.0000% * #

Test
statistic
2.6813

p-value
1.20% #

Table 4. Summary of tests conducted in relation to Hypothesis 2 and
Hypothesis 4.
Notes. * Reject H0 in favour of H1 at the 1% level of significance; # Reject H0 in favour
of H1 at the 5% level of significance.
limitation of this study is the inability to
distinguish between those students who
have no option other than to use public
transport and those who have an alternative mode of transport but still use public
transport, and it is recommended that future studies factor this variable into their
design.
Currently the students who have no alternative other than using public transport
could be disadvantaged with respect to
their counterparts who own a car because
travelling by bus was shown to be more
time consuming and significantly slower, unless they make the best out of the
travelling time by studying. The expenditure by those driving their private cars to
campus was found to be approximately
five times as much as that of those using
public transport and is positively related
to the amount of time spent in travelling.
This might be placing a financial burden on
these students who could be constrained
to work longer hours at the expense of
studying. However, in spite of this, a considerable amount of students are still opting for using their private car to commute.
It would be interesting if future research
could investigate how the students spend
their time while commuting by bus and
whether those who use a private car to
travel to college are putting less time towards studying than their counterparts.
The reasons given by the students who
use their private cars explaining why they
do not use public transport are thus of
great importance because these provide
the viewpoint of those who are making a
reasoned choice. Addressing the issues
they mentioned successfully could contain
(if not decrease) the number of students
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who use their private cars. As Kerr et al.
(2010, p.1) assert, “interventions should
target the perceived high levels of both the
acceptability of commuting by car and the
perceived control over travel undertaken
by private vehicle.” Society is continuously bombarded by lavish advertisements
of cars to an extent that many have the
perception that the car owned describes
and communicates the individual’s status
in society. Sloman (2006, p.14) argues
that a reappraisal of the role of cars in
our society is desperately needed so that
“we think twice before hopping behind the
steering wheel” and instead opt for alternative modes of transport. However, this
change needs to be gradual and should be
done in steps by taking soft initiatives on
a small-scale so as not to create a hostile
and antagonistic atmosphere in society.
People need to start appreciating that the
obsession with building new infrastructure
to solve traffic problems is not the necessary and only solution to the traffic problems themselves; on the contrary. In the
short term, new roads might solve one
small bit of the problem that involves congestion, but still do not address economical, spatial or environmental problems.
In the long term, they tend to generate
even more traffic because “traffic will simply grow to fill up the space that has been
created” (Sloman, 2006, p.175) and thus
even the short-term gain of reducing congestion is lost. Especially in the case of
Malta and CBDs, but not exclusively limited to these instances, decisions involving transport choices should completely
revolve around making the most effective
and efficient use of the land available since
this is an extremely scarce resource.
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This study found that the reasons given
by the students for not using public transport are closely related to the place of
residence, and thus the interventions and
subsequent solutions need to be tailored
according to the different localities or regions. A one-size-fits-all approach would
only contribute to further frustration on
the part of the students and would thus be
counterproductive. The recommendations
being presented hereunder are based on
the results of the survey conducted in that
they provide ideas according to the place
of residence of the students, taking into
consideration the main reasons why the
students do not use alternative forms of
transport, but at the same time providing
measures that should increase the velocity
of commuting by not inflating the associated expenditure in the short- to mediumterms.
Given the small proportion of students coming from those localities closest to campus
who walk or bike their way to campus, active forms of commuting should be encouraged and incentivised. This could be done
by running promotional campaigns specifically targeted at these students highlighting the benefits of these modes of travel.
Various marketing studies have shown that
targeted campaigns are more successful than campaigns which are not specifically addressed at the intended audiences
(Belch and Belch, 2008). The building of
bicycle lanes should have a positive effect
in theory, but the control that the college
planning staff might have on such a major
and nationwide (or at least region-wide)
infrastructural project is very limited. The
availability of bicycle racks on campus
where students can securely park their bicycles is a measure that does not carry
huge financial burdens but which might
prove to be very effective. The introduction of bicycle sharing schemes (similar to
the Barclays Cycle Hire in operation in the
city of London), either limited to the campus or extended to the localities close to
campus, could also be an initiative worth
considering. The success that this scheme
has had in London (Transport for London,
2011, 2012) should augur well for this
initiative. Such a project could be piloted
with a small number of bicycles bought by
the college or else it could be contracted at
a fee by the college to a third party.
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The eventuality of having park-and-ride
schemes could be looked into as a possible solution for students living in regions
which are less densely populated. Possible
areas for parking lots would be identified
through a close collaboration with the local/regional councils and the running costs
could be shared between the college, the
councils and the users of the service. Students (and staff) coming from these areas would have access to a parking close
to their locality and transport to campus
would be organised by the college. The
transport would run throughout the day
on an hourly basis in sync with the lecture
sessions. This scheme could also be set
up and run in collaboration with the public
transport service provider as a means of
how they could improve upon the service
being offered.
Students coming from localities having
a high population density should be presented with alternative arrangements. For
instance, the hire of mini-buses by groups
of students should be encouraged and facilitated by the college. Students could
be asked to register for this scheme in a
central office, and then the office groups
the students together by locality and/or
timetable needs. This process could be
repeated per semester so as to reflect
any changes in the students’ needs. Another alternative which is being used in a
number of campuses especially in the US is
the setting up of a ride-matching scheme
via the Internet (McFadden et al., 2008).
The college would administer this scheme
and would be responsible of informing the
driver and his/her passengers of all the
logistical arrangements for that particular
day. By means of such a tool, students who
opt to drive to campus would still be able
to do so and have part of the expenses
shared with other students who opt to join
this scheme and who would pay for such
a service. Such a scheme has a number
of benefits for all the people involved (see
Department for Transport, 2004, for a
comprehensive list of advantages), with
the most immediate ones being that the
drivers would have part of their expenses
paid, the passengers would save time in
travelling, and the college would alleviate
the problem of parking on campus. Having
such a scheme making use of the online
environment would give flexibility to both
World Transport Policy and Practice
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driver and riders, hence attracting more
people to start car-pooling.
Any measures of good practice that are
undertaken by colleges would have an immediate effect not only on the life of the
students themselves, but also on the people living close to the college. It is in the
interest of the college, of the students and
of the community that any initiative taken
bears the desired success, and, as such,
the financial burden should be shared
among all the parties involved. The students’ experience of a success story has
a greater probability of being repeated on
the place of work once the students finish their studies and join the workforce.
Thus they might be tomorrow’s promoters
of a more sustainable form of transport,
having a ripple effect on society in general. The college would thus be providing
education which is not merely related to
academia or to the vocational call of the
student, but would be fulfilling its duty towards its students and the community at
large in a more holistic way.
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Total Daily Mobility Patterns and Their
Policy Implications for Forty-Three
Global Cities in 1995 and 2005
Jeff Kenworthy
Introduction
Cities worldwide are grappling with different levels of either automobile dependence or automobile saturation. Cities in
the USA, Canada, Australia and other new
world cities have developed significantly in
the age of the automobile. The automobile and its land consuming infrastructure
requirements have shaped a high proportion of their urban fabric. This has led to
low density and heavily zoned patterns of
development where residents and businesses have become utterly automobile
dependent. This means that for a majority of trips, people have little choice as to
which mode to use.
In other cities in Asia, Latin America, Africa, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union we see a rapid motorization process. The result of this, at least as it meets
the eye, is a growing dependence on the
automobile. These urban systems seem

city” and “transit city” urban fabrics (Newman and Kenworthy, 1999) and they simply cannot accommodate them.
It is common to see mobility patterns in
cities expressed in terms of the percentage of daily trips by different modes, most
usually, private transport, public transport1
and non-motorised modes (e.g. Buehler,
2010; Pucher and Buehler, 2012). Often
these figures represent all types of trips
for all purposes, or sometimes only work
trips, depending on the source of data and
the aims of the survey or analysis. However, it is rare to see a complete analysis
of daily mobility expressed as person-kilometres of travel per day by cars, motorcycles, public transport, walking and cycling.
Such an analysis is important in order to
see on a comparative basis just how different cities are around the world in terms
of total daily mobility or movement of people.
This paper presents such an analysis on
forty-one cities2 in the more developed
parts of the world (USA, Canada, Australia,
Europe as well as selected more wealthy
Asian cities), presenting panel data for the
years 1995/6 and 2005/6. Importantly, by
doing the same analysis for two years, it
enables us to see some important trends
in this factor. In a supplementary analysis,
it also considers two further cities (Taipei,
the capital of Taiwan and Sao Paulo, the
largest metropolitan area in Brazil). Both
these cities are much less wealthy than
the cities in the core analysis, but have
been included here in order to also gain
an insight into what may be happening in
at least some examples of lower income,
rapidly motorising cities around the world.

Plate 1: Freeways encourage greater
car dependence

Methodology

totally paralysed for much of the day by
the volume of traffic trying to squeeze its
way through urban forms and road systems that were not designed for it. These
cities were designed for a situation where
most daily travel needs were met by public transport, walking and cycling, modes
which even collectively require far less
space than cars to move the same number
of people. Essentially, the automobile and
the growing number of motorcycles and
trucks have been imposed upon “walking

The data summarized in this paper have
been obtained from a number of different
sources, which are in turn totally dependent on how data are generated and kept
in each city. The data for 1995/6 were collected from 1998 until 2001 as part of the
research undertaken for The Millennium
Cities Database for Sustainable Transport
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1 Public transport in this paper is sometimes, for
brevity and table layout purposes, referred to by the
American term “transit”.
2 Cities refer here for the most part to whole metropolitan regions, not just the core „city“.
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on 100 cities worldwide (Kenworthy and
Laube, 2001). The author has collected
the data for 2005/6 during the period from
2008 until 2013 as part of an independent
update of this database. The collection of
these city data is a long process involving
web searches and innumerable contacts
around the world and an even greater volume of email correspondence and often
telephone calls.

of average car occupancy from the police
records of all traffic accidents reported to
them in any one year within each city. This
is because traffic accidents occur every
day of the week and at all hours and the
police record the number of occupants in
each vehicle at the time of the accident.
An average of these data is therefore a
reasonable statistically significant measure of average car occupancy.

Car travel
The number of Vehicle Kilometres of Travel (or VKT) from which person kilometres
travelled in cars and on motorcycles are
ultimately derived, have been sourced either from surveys or from traffic models.
For example, in the Australian cities, the
long-running Australian Survey of Motor Vehicle Use has been used. This survey first appeared in rudimentary form in
1963 followed by a larger survey in 1971.
Since that time the survey has been done
on a triennial or biennial basis depending
on the period.

Motorcycle travel
Motorcycle VKT and PKT are harder to
source since traffic engineers and transport planners in cities where motorcycles
are relatively limited are not very concerned about monitoring or understanding
their usage patterns. The need to take account of motorcycles is, however, becoming more important as their usage grows
for a variety of reasons (cheapness, ease
of movement through congested streets
etc) and of course motorcycles are very
important in some cities such as Taipei, as
will be shown later in the paper.

VKT data for cities are also sourced from
traffic models, which mostly exist in each
city, but which vary in their comprehensiveness (e.g. some are more geared to
peak periods).3 In these models the city is
divided into hundreds if not thousands of
Origin-Destination or O-D zones, or what
are also often termed TAZs or Traffic Analysis Zones. These models provide output
of annual vehicle kilometres of travel or
VKT (all trip purposes, all times of the day)
because they have a database of all trips
by mode between all O-D zones built into
their operation and a representative road
network along which the trips are made.
They can usually also distinguish between
VKT for passenger travel and VKT for commercial and freight purposes, driven by
trucks and vans of various sizes.

Often it is possible to obtain an average
annual kilometres driven per motorcycle,
which can then be combined with motorcycle registration numbers to calculate
VKT. Average motorcycle occupancy in the
more wealthy cities in this study is usually close to unity (i.e. only the driver),
and only varies from about 1.05 to 1.09
in most cases (such data can also be averaged from traffic accident record data of
numbers of riders on the motorcycles involved). In cities where motorcycles form a
very important part of the mobility culture
such as in Ho Chi Minh City, Taipei, most
Indian cities, Jakarta and so on, average
occupancies can rise to quite high levels
in excess of 1.5. Whole families can sometimes be seen in such cities on one motorcycle. In these cities, dedicated efforts are
often made to have accurate data on all
aspects of motorcycle ownership and use.

However, the data in this paper are Person
Kilometres Travelled or PKT and to obtain
this requires a measure of the 24 hour
per day, 7 days a week average car occupancy. Most cities can provide this from
a variety of sources such as screen line
surveys, but also from the number of “car
as driver” and “car as passenger” trips for
all trip purposes, which when combined
naturally yield average car occupancy. It is
even possible to get very good estimates
42

3 These traffic models are the typical 4-Step Gravity models used in conventional urban transportation
planning and which derive their main baseline input
data from Household Travel Surveys. Over the years
these models have been known under a variety of
commercial names such as Tranplan, UTPS, EMME 2
and so on. Such models, when properly calibrated
against actual traffic counts, are very good for specifying base year actual data for cities, but are very
poor when used for future planning (see Kenworthy,
2012 for a detailed critique).
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Public transport
Public transport passenger kilometres are
collected carefully for every public transport mode in every city, no matter how
small or insignificant is the mode (e.g. it
includes small funicular railways in some
cities, ferry boats services involving just
two boats etc). The data are collected from
every operator in the city from their statistical records. Passenger (person) kilometres are generally derived from operators
through the number of boardings multiplied by an average distance that each
boarding travels on every mode (each
mode separately). This average distance
is either derived from surveys conducted
by the operator or increasingly from the
intelligence gathered through computerized smart ticketing systems. Boardings
multiplied by this average travel distance
equals person kilometres. This item can
take years to assemble for some cities, especially in places such as Hong Kong where
every public transport mode is available
(regular buses, minibuses, trams, funicular, LRT, metro, suburban rail and ferries),
and there are often multiple operators for
every mode. Thus the data used are very
thoroughly collected and represent probably the best available measure of public transport travel in cities available anywhere in the world.
Walking and cycling
The data used to calculate the number of
kilometres travelled by walking and cycling are derived from detailed Household
Travel Surveys (HTS) in each of the cities.
These surveys yield the number of daily
trips by foot and by bike and sometimes
they have estimates of the average distance travelled for such trips. However,
this is not consistently so and often intrazonal trips (which are dominated by walking and cycling trips) are very poorly specified in traffic models (Kenworthy, 2012).
For simplicity in this work, the average
distance of a walking trip has been set in
all cities at 1.0 km and for a bike trip, 5
km. There is thus room for refining person kilometres of travel by non-motorised
modes, but in this study the level of usage
of walking and cycling is the determinant
of comparative differences between cities
on these modes and this is derived from
genuine survey data in each city.
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Findings
The results for the forty-one cities in the
developed world are shown in Table 1 in
alphabetical order with data for both 1995
and 2005. Figure 1 summarises the percentage of total daily travel for each mode
in 2005 with cities ordered from highest to
lowest on the car use percentage.
Comparative differences in modal split for
total travel in 2005
The first and most obvious observation
that can be made is that in all these cities the automobile dominates mobility
patterns with only two cities in which the
percentage contribution falls below 50%
(Singapore and Hong Kong). When motorcycles are added to the equation only one
city, Hong Kong remains with less than
50% of travel by private motorised modes
(in fact a mere 15.1%, an extraordinary
figure by any standards – this is returned
to later in the discussion). Singapore, the
next lowest for cars and motorcycles has
55.2% of daily travel by these modes, followed by Vienna with 55.8%. On the other
end of the spectrum we have Houston with
98.8% of daily travel by car and motorcycle, followed by Atlanta with 98.4%. The
averages for the American, Australian,
Canadian, European and Asian cities for
car plus motorcycle mobility are respectively: 95.9%, 90.3%, 87.2%, 69.6% and
35.2%.
On a global scale, the data confirm what
we already know in more general terms,
that in the developed world, it is only the
European and Asian cities that come anywhere near to having so called “balanced
transport systems”, though even these
data reveal the wide differences between
cities, even cities within these two more
sustainable urban transport regions.
It is useful at this point if we are to just
pause for a moment and take a step back
from these data and reflect on a few facts.
Consider the fact that human beings first
became sedentary around 12,000 BC to
10,000 BC and cities with populations
of tens-of-thousands of people apparently emerged around 3,100 BC (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle_of_civilization: accessed December 11, 2013). This
means that cities, as perhaps we would be
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able to recognize them today, have been
around for, let us say, over 5,100 years.
Throughout most of that history every city
on the planet essentially was a walking
city until a technological revolution started
in the mid-1800s, which gave us public
transport systems such as horse-drawn
trams, steam trams and trains, cable cars,
electric trams, electric trains and so on
(Schiller et al, 2010). So for about 4,900
out of 5,100 years, if we made graphs like
Figure 1 for cities that existed at any time
during that period, there would only have
been one colour on the graph – purple
– because virtually 100% of trips would
have been by foot or by some form of
horse-drawn contraption (Roman chariot,
donkey-hauled cart etc).
Karl Benz invented the horseless carriage
or automobile in 1885, but it was not until automobiles became mass-produced
and therefore commenced their history as
mass consumer items (let us say immediately following the Second World War),
that the then developed world really started switching to cars. So in the space of let
us say 70 years, certainly not much more
than 100 years, out of a city history of
over 5,000 years, as a civilization, human
beings have managed to turn the table
of urban transport to a situation whereby
the major part of all mobility needs in so
many cities (not all), are now accounted
for by cars – a form of transport that is incredibly useful and convenient, but takes
inordinate amounts of urban space, consumes prodigious quantities of fuel, makes
extraordinary amounts of noise, produces
vast quantities of emissions, including climate changing CO2 and kills millions of
people and other life forms every year –
compared to a human being on foot or
bike, which does none of these things.
This is really sobering - to consider that the
greatest human enterprise of all, which is
the city itself, managed to conduct all its
affairs and meet all its movement needs
essentially on foot, with no knowledge
whatsoever of public transport or automobiles. That is, for 5,000 years out of its
5,100 year-history (and even longer if one
considers the original human settlements
dating back around 12,000 years), the city
functioned without so much as the sniff of
an automobile or indeed any form of mo44

torized transport, to a situation now where
we are left trying to figure out how to get
more than 2% of daily mobility needs conveniently and safely back on foot (or even
bike).
Of course, urbanization has exploded and
cities have become massively larger places requiring travel over much greater distances. But there is still something haunting and disquieting about the picture in
Figure 1. As a transport researcher I am
left to consider that the takeover of urban transport by cars and the reshaping of
the planet’s cities around cars, has surely
been simultaneously one of the greatest
feats of human ingenuity and human folly
ever achieved.
Back to the data. The leading cities for
public transport travel are again, unsurprisingly, all Asian and European, with the
next highest being the more transit-oriented of the Canadian cities (Toronto and
Montreal). In the European cities the percentage of daily travel ranges from 7.5%
in Geneva (very atypical of a European
city and possibly due partly to very high
wealth and partly to its hosting of so many
global organisations), up to 41.4% in
Prague (not so atypical, but exceptionally
high due partly to its heritage as a former
Eastern Bloc city which all developed remarkable public transport systems). The
next highest city in Europe is Vienna with
36.9% public transport travel, a city with
a significantly higher urban density than
most other European cities, but only a
moderate GDP per capita and a very diverse and dense network of public transport involving buses (both local and regional), trams/LRT, metro, suburban and
regional rail, which in combination support very high public transport use. The
average for the twenty European cities is
22.5% of travel by transit, a significant
achievement compared to more automobile dependent regions.
The two Asian cities have very high transit
travel with 78.5% in Hong Kong and 40%
in Singapore. The five Canadian cities
have rather moderate public transport use
with only 11.1% of travel by these modes.
Australian cities are not the lowest, but of
the four cities studied here, the average is
only 7.9% public transport travel. Finally,
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the US cities weigh in with a tiny 3.1%,
which is very low clearly, but most US cities would be even more of a nightmare in
their congested peak periods than they already are without these commuting-dominated public transport systems to ease the
pressure.
For walking mobility, the biggest contributions are again in the Asian and European
environments, which average 3.6% and
3.4% of total distance travelled respectively. In US cities walking only accounts
for a mere 0.7% of all the distances people
travel in cities. Australian and Canadian
fare slightly better, with 1.2% and 1.1%
respectively. Patterns of global obesity
follow these low modal splits for active
transport (Bassett et al, 2008).
Bicycles rate a little more highly in the
European cities than walking where they
have relatively healthy usage and average 4.5% of all the distances travelled.

Plate 2: Copenhagen has very high
bike use
However, in all the other groups of cities, bike travel is less than walking in its
contribution to total mobility. Americans
only have 0.3% of their travel distances
accounted for by bikes while in Australian
and Canadian cities it is about double that
at 0.7%. Even the Asian cities have less
bike use than their walking component at
1.9% of total travel distances. Hong Kong
in particular is not very suited to bicycles,
due to the exceptionally steep topography over much of the territory (and not
very good infrastructure). Topographical
factors in cities should, however, become
less important with the growing popularity of Pedelecs and also other innovations
such as the simple Norwegian street “es45

calator” designed to accommodate just
one foot and help to propel pedestrians
with prams and people on bikes, up very
steep slopes (http://gadgets.boingboing.
net/2007/10/29/trampe-norwegian-bic.
html, accessed December 8, 2013).
Trends in modal split for total travel, 19956 to 2005-6
This section examines the extent to which
modal splits in cities have changed over
the decade between the mid-nineteen
nineties and the mid-two thousands, a period that embraces the first appearance of
“peak car use.” Each mode is systematically examined.
a) Cars
Examining the data in Table 1 reveals that
thirty-two of the forty-one cities (78%)
showed a decline in the contribution of cars
to total person travel in this global sample. Two further cities showed no change
in the share (Brisbane and Melbourne),
while only seven cities (17% of the sample) increased their share of car travel.
These cities were Manchester (+0.2%),
Atlanta (+0.3%), Washington (+0.4%),
Sydney (+0.7%), Ottawa (+0.9%), Munich (+2.7%), Prague (+9.2%).4
For those cities that increased, the average increase was only 2.1 percentage
points. On the contrary, for the thirty-two
cities that declined, this ranged from only
0.1% in Houston, up to 15.0% in Vienna,
with an average of 2.8 percentage points
of decline.
Taking the whole sample, Table 1 shows
that notwithstanding the fact that on average across the forty-one cities the average
daily travel by cars per capita increased
from 27.0 km to 28.0 km, the percentage
contribution to total personal travel decreased from 79.3% to 77.4%. It can be
concluded that while car travel on average
rose 1 km per day over the ten year period
in these cities (a 3.7% increase in actual
daily car person kilometres per capita)
this is a very low increase for such a large
sample of cities and the car’s relative contribution to total personal mobility did in
fact decline 1.9 percentage points.
4 Note these are percentage point changes. For example, Atlanta increased 0.3 % points from 97.7%
cars to 98.0% cars and Prague rose from 47.0%
cars to 56.2% cars.
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Table 1. Daily person-kilometres by mode and resulting modal splits in forty-one
global cities 1995 and 2005
Note: White rows represent 1995 and yellow rows represent 2005.
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b) Motorcycles
The first observation about motorcycles is
that in this sample of relatively advanced
and wealthy cities their contribution is the
lowest of all modes (1.1% of total person
kilometres in 2005), notwithstanding the
fact that these modes can service much
greater travel distances than walking, and
typically also cycling (walking at 2,2%,
accounted for double the motorcycle figure in 2005). However, the data also show
that motorcycles have increased relatively
significantly from only 0.7% of total daily travel in 1995 up to the new figure of
1.1%.
By far the greatest use of motorcycles in
this sample is in Singapore with 8.2% of
total daily travel, a fact that is probably
at least partly explained by Singapore’s
draconian cost regime for car ownership
and use, chiefly through its longstanding
Certificate of Entitlement (COE) scheme
which requires would-be car owners to
bid at a monthly auction for the right to
purchase a car (http://www.lta.gov.sg/
content/ltaweb/en/roads-and-motoring/
owning-a-vehicle/vehicle-quota-system/
certificate-of-entitlement-coe.html.
Accessed December 9, 2013).
The cost for this certificate is many tens
of thousands of Singapore dollars, in August 2013, at least $75,500 Singapore
dollars (SGD) for a car of 1600cc or less
and the cost of the actual car is additional
to this (e.g. see: http://www.straitstimes.
com/breaking-news/singapore/story/
coe-prices-rise-across-the-board-despiteslightly-bigger-supply-certif and http://
www.telegraph.co.uk/expat/10366160/
Where-on-earth-would-a-family-car-costyou-88000.html. Both accessed December
9, 2013). By contrast a motorcycle COE
costs less than $2,000 SGD.
On the other hand, motorcycles reach as
low as 0.1% of total personal mobility in
Houston and still only 0.2% in the New
York and Washington metropolitan regions.
However, a close examination of Table 1
shows that out of the forty-one cities, in
twenty-four of those cities the proportion
of total daily travel by motorcycle has increased (by an average of 0.7 percentage
points), in seven it has remained constant
and in ten that proportion has gone down
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(by an average of 0.2 percentage points).
Overall, it can be concluded that motorcycles are more often than not becoming
more important forms of personal mobility
in cities. The cities where they are increasing are doing so at three-and-a-half times
the rate at which motorcycles are declining in some cities. There are probably numerous reasons behind such a trend but
amongst the most important are likely to
feature cheaper mobility costs (both capital and running costs) and increasing congestion, with motorcycles allowing greater
mobility and speed within the jammed
traffic. The downsides of course are the
well-known safety issue associated with
riding motorcycles compared to driving
cars (Keall and Newstead, 2012) and the
generally increased noise from petrol-driven motorcycles. The noise and air pollution
aspects of motorcycles in large cities such
as in China are likely to be progressively
overcome through the increasing use of
electric motorcycles.
c) Public transport
In twenty-seven of the forty-one developed cities in this study (66%) for which
trends are available, public transport travel as a percentage of total daily travel has
increased. Vienna increased by a large
13.7 percentage points, while London and
Madrid increased significantly with 6.4 and
8.1 percentage point increases. Two cities have remained the same (Atlanta and
Phoenix) and twelve decreased in their
share. These cities were Copenhagen,
Düsseldorf, Geneva, Helsinki, Manchester,
Munich, Prague, Zurich, Ottawa, Sydney,
Washington and Singapore (three-quarters of these cities are in Europe). Overall,
public transport modal share in the sample
increased from 15.5% to 16.7% and the
actual travel per capita per day increased
by 18% from 3.5 km to 4.5 km.
For the cities that increased, this ranged
from 0.1 percentage point in Chicago, up
to 13.7 percentage points in Vienna. The
average increase for these cities was 2.6
percentage points. On the other hand, the
average decrease for the twelve decreasing cities was 1.7 percentage points. The
cities with the largest decrease in modal share for public transport travel were
Prague and Singapore with 2.6 and 2.9
World Transport Policy and Practice
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percentage point decreases respectively.
Overall, public transport has performed
relatively well in terms of its relative role
in personal mobility, though clearly this is
not consistently the case. The cities where
a decline has been experienced are very
diverse and there is no consistent set of

Velvet Revolution, 40 % of the city’s mobility needs are met by public transport.
Apart from Hong Kong, this is the highest
modal share for public transport of all cities in the study.
d) Walking
Across this global sample, walking and

Figure 1. Total modal split by travel distance for all passenger modes in fortyone global cities, 2005-6.
explanations that can be used to explain
this phenomenon. For example, detailed
investigations into the Singapore data
reveal that buses seem to have dragged
down the Singapore public transport system’s performance. In Copenhagen, there
has been a shift to walking and cycling,
and despite a reduced share to transit, the
car has also reduced its share of daily travel. Prague is simply reducing a little from
the extraordinary public transport modal
shares under Communist rule until 1989.
But still today, some 24 years after the
48

cycling are roughly equal in their contribution to daily travel distances. There are
more walking trips of course, but they
are much shorter than the less numerous
bicycle trips. In the sample as a whole,
walking has maintained it share of daily
travel distances at 2.2% over the ten-year
period, while the average daily travel has
increased from 0.5 km to 0.6 km. This is
not an especially impressive performance,
but at least it is not going backwards.
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The average distance walked per day
though is really just equivalent to a return trip to the local bus stop, a round-trip
distance that would take on average (at
4 km/h) about 17 minutes of walking to
complete. This is not enough for the absolute minimum of 30 minutes per day
of walking to maintain cardio-vascular
health. Rather 60 minutes per day of slow
walking and 30 minutes per day of fast
walking are recommended (Morabia and
Costanza, 2004). This would translate (at
say 4 km/h for slow walking and 6 km/h
for fast walking) to a minimum of 4 km of
slow walking per person per day or 3 km
of fast walking (roughly six times more on
average than people are walking today in
cities). The only city in this sample that
would appear to even approach these figures is Zurich, with 2.6 km per person per
day of walking5.
The average American urban dweller,
based on the numbers in these ten American cities, walks about 340 metres per day
or roughly ten times less than what they
should be walking to remain relatively fit.
In the twenty European cities the figure
is 910 metres per day, which is still only
about one-quarter of the more ideal situation. Of course, when it comes to obesity
prevention, one must also factor in bike
travel as a part of daily physical activity,
which is dealt with in the next section.
One caveat on these data is that, the way
Household Travel Surveys allocate trips
to specific modes, means that they only
record Walk Only and Bike Only trips. If
someone does walk to a bus or train, the
trip is coded as a public transport trip.
Likewise, if someone cycles to a railway
station, locks the bike up and travels to
the CBD, the trip goes down as a train
trip. So the data here on walking and cycling trips thankfully understates the true
amount of walking and cycling that actually occurs in cities.
The trends in walking are split more or less
evenly between the cities. Three cities remained with identical percentages of total
daily mobility by walking in 1995 and 2005
(Graz, Houston and Singapore), while
eighteen cities increased in their walking
contribution to daily travel, by an average of 0.8 percentage points.6 There is no
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particular regional logic to the cities that
increased their share of walking travel. A
further twenty cities declined in the contribution of walking, by an average of 0.6
percentage points, but again with no regional logic or pattern to the trends.7 The
two cities that gain the most in walking
were Helsinki and Zurich with 1.6 and 5.2
percentage point increases respectively.
The biggest losers in walking were Prague
and Brussels at 2.2 and 1.6 percentage
point declines respectively (with London
not far behind at -1.4 percentage points).
Of course, one of the problems for walking
in its contribution to total daily travel is
the short distances that are involved. Even
with significant increases in the percentage
of daily trips by walking, this mode struggles much more than any other to maintain or increase its share of actual travel,
especially in the face of much longer and
often still increasing trip lengths by motorized modes (cars, motorcycles and public
transport modes). There is not much that
can be done about this because of the inherent limit on walking speed, which puts
a cap on the distances most people can
cover within an acceptable timeframe.
e) Cycling
The final mode to be examined is bikes.
Overall, we can see that bikes have increased their share from 2.3% to 2.5% of
daily travel in cities from 1995 to 2005.
This share is about the same as walking
5 My own personal observations (which are purely
anecdotal) after having lived in Switzerland for eight
months and Zurich in particular for about a month,
is the extraordinary walking mobility of elderly people. Notwithstanding the steep topography in parts
of Zurich, it is very common to see much older men
and women (75 years old and upwards), slowly toting their groceries in shopping bags up steep hills
from local supermarkets, to take just one example.
In Frankfurt, where I have lived for 6 years, it is certainly not unusual to see older people walking (and
cycling), but not to the same extent as I have observed in Zurich. As for Perth, where I have spent
the majority of my career, elderly people walking
anywhere in the city is a very rare sight indeed. One
feels almost obliged to enquire, from which retirement home has this person absconded?!
6 The increasing cities for walking were: Atlanta,
Calgary, Chicago, Copenhagen, Düsseldorf, Geneva,
Hamburg, Helsinki, Los Angeles, Manchester, Munich,
New York, Perth, Phoenix, Stockholm, Toronto, Vienna and Zurich.
7 The cities that decreased in walking share were:
Berlin, Bern, Brisbane, Brussels, Denver, Frankfurt,
Hong Kong, London, Madrid, Melbourne, Montreal,
Oslo, Ottawa, Prague, San Diego, San Francisco,
Stuttgart, Sydney, Vancouver and Washington.
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(2.2%), even though the percentage of
daily trips by bike in cities is generally a
lot less than by walking. This is because
the average trip length for bikes is much
longer. Like walking, the actual average
amount of travel per day by bike has also
increased a little from 0.6 km to 0.7 km.
If we take average bike speed in cities as
roughly equal to 13 km/h8, then the average time per day spent cycling is about 3
to 4 minutes. When added to the 17 minutes for walking, this average active transport time of around 20 minutes per day
is still well under the absolute minimum
recommended for health reasons. One
must bear in mind, however, the caveat
mentioned above about these data representing bike-only trips and not the cycling
involved in a bike-public transport trip.
The data in Table 1 make it very clear that
the contribution of cycling to personal mobility in cities varies a lot more than for
walking. For example, bike travel in Atlanta in 2005 is so low that it does not even
register to one decimal place…it is effectively zero, down from 0.2% in 1995. Interestingly, Madrid is the same. In 1995 it
registered only 0.1% of daily travel by bike
and in 2005 this was effectively reduced
to zero as well. Prague has the unenviable
situation of falling from 1.8% of total daily
travel by bike in 1995, to 0.1% in 2005,
effectively wiping bikes out as a significant
contributor to total personal mobility, even
though about 0.4% of daily trips are by
bike. Bike travel is generally no more than
0.5% of the total person kilometres per
capita in US cities as a whole. On the other
hand, in Graz and Copenhagen bike travel
accounts for 11.1% and 11.5% of all personal mobility and in Hamburg 8.0%.
Examining Table 1 in more detail we find
that like walking, the use of bikes for mobility is split pretty much down the middle in terms of the trends. Eighteen of the
cities have achieved an increase in the
modal share for bike travel (on average
an increase of 1.1 percentage points)9.
The cities that increased most in their
bike modal share were Berlin, Hamburg
and Frankfurt (3.7, 3.6 and 3.3 percentage points respectively). Four cities have
remained identical in their modal split for
bikes (Melbourne, New York, Phoenix and
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San Francisco). The bad news is that nineteen cities declined in the proportion of
total daily mobility that is accounted for
by bikes (on average by 0.6 percentage
points). The biggest reductions in bike modal share occurred in Geneva and Prague
(1,8 and 1.7 percentage points). The good
news is the cities that did increase in bike
modal share, increased by a lot more than
the amount of the decreasing modal share
in the cities than declined.10
A brief overview of Taipei and Sao
Paulo as examples of rapidly motorizing cities.
Table 2 presents a summary of the key
data on daily personal mobility in Taipei
and Sao Paulo in 1996 and 2006 (Taipei)
and 2011 (Sao Paulo). Intuitively, based
on popular notions of the rapid motorization in these two cities (e.g. Sao Paulo is
now well-known for its traffic jams and
helicopter use and Taipei is well known as
a burgeoning motorcycle city), one would
expect that:
(a) there may be quite high modal splits to
private transport and
(b) private modes will have increased a lot
in the decade in the case of Taipei and fifteen years in the case of Sao Paulo.
This, however, is not the case on either
count. Taipei had only 37.1% of daily travel by car in 2006 and this is down from
45.7% in 1996. On the contrary, motorcycles are relatively high with 31.9% of daily
travel, up significantly from 24.6% in 1996.
Nevertheless, public transport constitutes
24.2% of daily travel in Taipei, which is
also up a little from 1996 (23.8%). And
compared to many of the cities in Table 1,
walking and cycling are also comparatively
strong with 3.8% and 3.1% respectively
8 I live in Frankfurt and cycle everywhere in the
city and have done for years. My average speed of
travel for these urban trips varies from about 12.5
km/h to about 15.0 km/h (kerb-to-kerb). Riding a
bike in cities is on average about 3 to 4 times faster
than walking, depending on the specific trip and the
infrastructure available.
9 The cities that increased in bike modal share were:
Berlin, Brussels, Calgary, Chicago, Copenhagen, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Graz, Hamburg, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, Montreal, San Diego, Singapore,
Sydney, Vancouver and Zurich.
10 The cities that decreased in bike modal share
were: Atlanta, Bern, Brisbane, Denver, Geneva, Helsinki, Houston, Madrid, Manchester, Munich, Oslo,
Ottawa, Perth, Prague, Stockholm, Stuttgart, Toronto, Vienna and Washington.
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of daily travel catered for by these modes.
There has also been growth in walking and
cycling since 1996 of 0.6 and 0.4 percentage points respectively.
For Sao Paulo the situation is quite similar. Cars in 2011 only represented 48.5%
of total personal mobility and this is down
from 1996 when it was 50.5%. Like Taipei on the other hand, motorcycles have
increased from 1.8% of peoples’ mobility needs up to 4.2% (though the use of
motorcycles is much smaller than in Taipei). Public transport retains an extremely
healthy 44.0% of personal mobility, with
only a tiny decline over 15 years (from
44.2%). Foot travel has, however, de-

clearly gets very quickly into more private
motorized mode-dominated territory with
two-thirds or more of total person movement in the cities being accounted for by
cars and motorcycles. Of course, at the
top of the graph most of these cities have
more than 95% car and motorcycle mobility, an incredible and problematic outcome
for any urban transport system, no matter
which way one looks at it.
Of course, all of these cities at the top of
the graph are new world cities that set
down most of the urban development that
exists today within what one can call the
“automobile era” – the post World War 2
period. In that sense it is understandable

Table 2. Daily person-kilometres by mode and percentage of total daily personkilometres by mode in Taipei and Sao Paulo
clined a little from 3.2% to 2.9%, while
bikes have increased from a tiny 0.3% to
0.4% of personal mobility.
Overall, this snapshot of where personal
mobility is headed in these two rapidly
developing cities is not conforming to the
perhaps general view that such cities are
on a rapid and inevitable decline towards
automobile and motorcycle dependence.
On the contrary, it would appear that processes are happening in both cities that
limit the growth in private motorized mobility. One of the factors involved could be
simply the space constraints inherent in
dense cities, that no amount of extra road
building will ever be able to overcome.
Policy Implications
The data here make it abundantly clear
that virtually all of these cities have considerable ground to make up before they
could claim to have at least a semblance of
balance in their passenger transport systems. Singapore and Hong Kong clearly
can lay claim to this and Vienna and Prague
are certainly in that direction, though the
car has made a lot of inroads into mobility
in Prague in recent years. At a stretch, one
could also say that Berlin, Brussels, Bern
and London have some credentials in the
sustainable transport field as well. But going further north in the graph in Figure 1
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that their transport systems are so dominated by the car. Planning, urban development and transport grew together with the
assumption of almost universal car ownership. All urban development was carbased. Cities further down the graph have
higher proportions of their urban fabric
that was shaped in another era – the walking and transit city era. The problem is that
this historical fact does not help the cardominated cities to survive and flourish in
what is rapidly becoming a very different
urban transport and urban development
scene than we have experienced in the
last 70 years or so. They have to change
if they are going to compete economically.
This does not mean a total transformation
of these cities overnight, but it does mean
gradually building into them attractive options for car-reduced, car-free lifestyles,
which must grow in importance and extent
as time moves on. But such changes need
to be accelerated for many reasons, none
the least of which is the need for every city
to contribute urgently to climate change
mitigation.
On the positive side, one can say from the
data here covering a decade from 1995 to
2005 and thus a little into the “peak car
use” timeframe, that overall public transport in cities is for the most part making
positive inroads into the total mobility
equation. For walking and cycling the picWorld Transport Policy and Practice
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ture is more or less equally poised, with
roughly half the cities either holding their
ground or increasing in these modes and
the other half declining. However, for walking and cycling to increase in their contribution to total daily mobility, the modal
shifts have to be rather large due to the
low average trip distances involved. Public
transport does not have such a problem,
because trip distances are typically similar
to that of cars and motorcycles.
The kind of policies that cities have to
adopt to move towards less dominance by
cars and motorcycles, have mostly been
said before. They just have to be more
consistently and widely and more rapidly
practiced. These include:
A cessation of high capacity road
1.
building and perhaps even removal of
key pieces of freeway in cities in the
way Seoul has done by removing almost 6 km of elevated freeway (and
part of the surface road below) right
through the heart of the city (Schiller
et al, 2010).
2.
Construction of much better and
more reliable and attractive public
transport infrastructure, including the
implementation light rail transit systems throughout cities on dedicated
rights-of-way on existing roadways,
even if this means removing lane capacity from roads (and not replacing
it elsewhere). This will not reduce but
rather it will enhance the person carrying capacity of the corridor. Ultimately
this is not an argument that needs to
be won technically, it is a political argument over the right to road space.
3.
Give public transport systems and
cyclists green wave pre-emptive traffic
signal support to enhance travel times
and safety and thus compete better
with the car.
4.
Control congestion – this is the
million dollar question in urban transport – how will cities finally implement
citywide controls over cars and their
usage of the public street system? It
has to be done. Singapore is just about
the only city that has fundamentally
changed the car equation as the city
has become more and more affluent.
They have held car ownership at 100
cars per 1000 people for many years
through an extremely expensive auc52

tion/quota system, as mentioned previously. We have suggested an alternative to traditional road pricing by
considering the road system as a commons to be regulated (for example, in
the same way we regulate parking on
streets), rather than seeing the road
system as a market to be bought and
sold (Bradley and Kenworthy, 2012).
The Dutch have experimented successfully with paying people directly not
to use particular road corridors in the
peak period, which they have found
to be a lot cheaper than freeway capacity increases (http://www.vtpi.org/
spitsmijden.pdf. accessed December
13, 2013).
5.
Integrate development around
public transport systems. This would
mean revitalized corridors along which
light rail and trams operate, with perhaps continuous four to five-storey
shop-top housing. It would also mean
the development of significant and attractive higher density mixed use centres of various scales built around rail
stations up to a radius of about 800

Plate 3: Auto-dependent cities are
developing new transit and bike
systems linked to compact, mixed
use redevelopment (Portland, Pearl
District)
metres, peaking in density near the
centre at the rail station (Cervero,
1998; Newman and Kenworthy, 2006).
Such centres would be built around rail
access to the centre from most other
parts of the city, but would also prioritise foot and bicycle access from surrounding local areas. They would be
attractive, livable places especially in
their vibrant public realm.
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Plate 4: Creating pedestrian zones
in critical areas helps to encourage
non-motorised modes (La Rambla,
Barcelona)
6.
Significant pedestrianisation and
traffic calming schemes in various
parts of every city to radically improve
the enjoyment, viability and safety
of walking and cycling in cities. This
could include more extensive pedestrian zones in the city centre and the
pedestrianisation of other centres and
sub-centres throughout metropolitan
regions. Major six lane roads can be
reduced to four lanes with slower traffic to allow for wider footpaths, planting of trees and provision of cycleways
on both sides of the street. Four lane
roads can be reduced to two lanes in
the same way.11
7.
Provision of citywide facilities for
bicycles including bike paths (both offroad and on-road dedicated facilities),
more bike sharing schemes, provision
of free tyre inflation facilities throughout cities (such as in Odense in Denmark), more buses equipped with bike
racks, more secure bike parking in vulnerable locations and better workplace
facilities for cyclists, including secure
bike parking and shower facilities. Bicycles should be included in salary
packages for those who would prefer
this over a car.12 It would mean employees would be able to package a
more expensive, better bike such as a
Pedelec than they would normally buy
for cash up front.
8.
Provision for Pedelecs. The
sale of Pedelecs in Germany is now
around 10% of the new bike market
and over 20% in some retail outlets
(pers. comm. - bike retailer in Frankfurt). Pedelecs can be expensive (up to
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around 5,000€) with a probable average of over 1,500€. This tends to limit
sales to people who have secure bike
storage facilities to minimize theft of
a valuable item. In Europe this often
means Pedelec owners have their own
homes, or access to inside locked facilities in secure courtyards or basements
of apartment buildings. This is not the
majority of the population in Europe or
in many other places. Also Pedelecs require charging so there will develop a
need to provide community-based, secure parking and charging possibilities
for Pedelecs. This is one way to help
achieve higher contributions to daily
mobility from bikes, because a trip
of 15 to 20 km or even further, is no
problem with a Pedelec, compared to
the more typical 5 km urban bike trip.
For example, 2012 data for Chengdu
in China (over 14 million population)
show that while only 12.1% of trips are
now by walking and cycling (a shocking decline from the more typical 60%
or more in Chinese cities in the mid1990s – Kenworthy and Laube, 2001),
the modal split for E-Bikes in Chengdu
is now 24.3% (official data supplied
through Chinese colleague from the
Chengdu Household Travel Survey).
Some of these trips will be fully selfpropelled electric bikes and some will
be pedal assisted electric bikes, but
whichever way this is viewed it means
a big reduction in noise and emissions
and especially space consumption in
the city compared to if people were
using cars (though not necessarily a
huge contribution to reducing obesity,
depending on the ratio of Pedelecs to
full E-bikes). Only 26.4% of daily trips
in Chengdu are by car so the relative
contribution of E-bikes plus walking
and cycling (36.4%) is much higher
than the car. Finally, there is the potential to use 100% renewable energy
to recharge any electric vehicle.
11 Slower traffic means greater throughput of
vehicles because down to a certain limit, reduced
headways between vehicles travelling more slowly
means greater numbers through in a given time.
12 In Australia the Taxation Department does not
permit bicycles to be salary packaged as fortnightly
payments with pre-tax dollars – only cars qualify for
this extraordinary financial incentive. And the capital
gains tax reduces the more kilometres ones travels
in a year, with the lowest tax rate for travelling
more than 40,000 km in the car!
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9.
Better control over motorcycles.
Motorcycles are growing significantly in
a majority of cities, though in most this
mode still constitutes a very tiny part
of total daily mobility (Taipei is one of

this situation and rapidly, and they need
to act in a coordinated way, each one reinforcing the other and not fighting each
other, moving one step forward and then
two steps backwards.
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Plate 5: Motorcycles are growing in
use nearly everywhere and can bring
many problems (Ho Chi Minh City)
a number of exceptions to this). While
this presents certain advantages, it
also presents many disadvantages,
which will need to be considered. Cities need to decide how they propose
to respond to the growing popularity of
motorcycles.
Conclusions
The data presented in this paper on fortythree cities worldwide show the extraordinary dominance of cars and motorcycles
in the mobility patterns of wealthier cities.
It also however shows that a majority of
these cities are in fact declining in the proportion of daily travel undertaken by car,
albeit only to a small degree. Public transport use is increasing for the better part
of the sample, while walking and cycling
tell a mixed story of hope and despair. The
data demonstrate how the automobile has
essentially hijacked the urban transport
systems of world cities and has done so
with tremendous alacrity and speed in the
space of only about 70 years – an amazing
achievement given that urban settlements
have been with us for around 12,000
years and except for about 100 years of
that period when public transport came to
the fore, walking and other non-motorised
transport have constituted 100% of daily
travel requirements. A wide range of different urban planning and transport policy
packages need to be brought to bear on
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Determinants of private mode choice
in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam: from the
individual perspective
Nguyen Thi Cat TUONG
1. Introduction
There are ample statistical evidences on
the unsustainable urban road transport
system in Vietnam. This includes rapid
increases in the numbers of motorbikes
and automobiles and the minimal role of
a public transport system, leading to the
deterioration in the urban air quality and
heavy traffic congestion. The significant
rise in private vehicle ownership in the two
major cities of Vietnam – Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City (HCMC) – have been generated
by the growing travel demand following
rapid population increases and economic
development.
As a transport pattern is largely made up
of individual travel choice, travel behaviour
change has been considered as an important tool to promote sustainable transport
patterns. “Persuading the individual that
he is part of the problem – and that his
actions as an individual can be significant
because general changes in behaviour
are made up of individual decisions – is
an important part of tackling the problem”
(Schofield, 1993, p. 124). Nevertheless,
transport planning in urban Vietnam is a
field dominated by technical expertise with
little focus on transport behavior and limited research on the psychology of transport
behaviour. Furthermore, like other asian
countries, a review of national and local
transportation policies shows that there
are many misunderstandings and inaccurate interpretations of the current situation
in Vietnam’s major cities (Barter 1999).
This is inherent in the government’s priorities over increasing capability of road and
transport constructions and the control on
private vehicle use while the actual investment and construction of the urban public
transport system is pretty slow.
In this research, I would like to examine the factors shaping individual choice
of travel mode in HCMC. Behaviours are
surveyed and analyzed to find out if the
increasing emphasis on private transport
is a) functional, b) cultural, or c) driven by
public policy. Findings from this research
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will provide some implications for the improvement of transport policy in Vietnam,
since transport policy has always been
implemented using a top-down approach
with hardly any public consultation. There
is a need for greater public participation
in tackling environmental issues resulting
from private transport use.
2. The transition to a motorbike society
Economic development and urbanization
have both positive and negative impacts
for HCMC residents, among which traffic
congestion and high-priced property are
two critical challenges. Traffic congestion
is growing rapidly as 1000 new motorcycles and 100 new cars are being registered
per day in HCMC. Motorbikes, classified as
scooters or mopeds in other countries, are
the most popular mode of travel in HCMC.
The city, which used to be referred by
the French as “the Pearl of the Orient” is
now referred to as “the motorcycle capital
of the world” (Gomez-Ibanez & Nguyen,
2008). Unlike other large metropolitan
areas in developing cities where public
transport still shares a considerable mode
split, HCMC relied so heavily on motorbikes and so little on public transport. The
usual trajectory of transport use in many
developing cities is from human or animal
powered forms of transport (e.g. walking,
cycling) to motorized public transport (in
the forms of bus and minibus), and finally
to motorized private transport. However,
HCMC largely skipped the motorized public transport stage. It shifted directly from
cycling and walking to the private motorcycle, and then to the private automobile
stage (Gomez-Ibanez & Nguyen, 2008).
In their early days, motorbikes also
emerged as exemplary symbols of purchasing power, displaying both monetized
and motorized power and playing an important role in re-ordering social stratification
in Vietnam (Truitt, 2008). The astonishing
increase in the number of motorbikes in
urban Vietnam after the Renovation program in 1986 that liberalized trade and
opened the doors to foreign imports, including motorbikes, make the motorbike
become an “unexpected agents of liberation in southern Vietnam, liberating not
only the country and its people but also
World Transport Policy and Practice
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the individual consumer” (Truitt, 2008, p.
3). According to Truitt (2008), the motorbike in Vietnamese society resembles the
car in cultures of “automobility” (Sheller
& Urry, 2000). It constitutes a Vietnamese urban middle class but offers its users
more flexibility and also more risks (Truitt,
2008).
Motorbike ownership has increased significantly in HCMC over the past 20 years.
According to Tran (2010), the percentage
of households owning motorbikes has almost doubled from 54% in 1993 to 92%

Walking
Motorbike
Car
Bus
Taxi
Motorcycle
taxi (Xeom)
Truck
Bicycle
All modes

Table 1). The data for walking are confusing because walking is not the main travel
mode in the city of Vietnam and is normally combined with motorbikes and bus
(people may actually walk for a few meters
after getting off the bus or motorbike, but
they normally ignore walking in their travel log). Walking is excluded in most data
about mode share of Ho Chi Minh City.
It is calculated from the data provided by HCMC Department of Transport
that vehicle registration is growing at an
increasing rate, especially in the later
years when there are approximately 1000

1996,
without
walking
--76.5%
2.2%
0.2%
n.a
n.a

2002,
without
walking
--74.5%
1.4%
1.7%
4.10%
0.8%

2002, with
walking

0.7%
20.4%

n.a
17.4%

3.4%
14.4%

100%

100%

100%

17.1%
61.8%
1.2%
1.4%
n.a
0.7%

2010

85%
5%
6.20%
3.8%

100%

Table 1 Percentage of trips in HCMC by mode use, 1996, 2002 and 2010
(Gomez-Ibanez & Nguyen, 2008; Albrecht et al., 2010)
in 2008. It is estimated that motorbikes
account for 85% of all non-walking trips
while cars make up less than 5%. Public transport is used by only 3% of HCMC
population (Dana & Hiranya, 2009), and
meets around 6-8% of travel demand (see

new motorbikes and 100 new automobiles
being registered per day. These figures do
not include the entry of motorbikes and
automobiles from temporary commuters
and other provinces nearby. More importantly, the annual growth rates have al-

Figure 1 Trends in population growth and private vehicle use, 2001-2010 (own
elaboration, based on data from HCMC Department of Transport and HCMC Statistical Office)
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ways been around 10% or above for both
automobiles and motorbikes over the past
10 years.
Figure 1 compares the trends in population
growth and traffic volume in HCMC from
2001 to 2010. The trends are upwards in
both population growth and traffic volume,
albeit at different levels. Until 2005, motorbikes increased at the same level with
HCMC population. However, from 2006 onwards, the number of motorbikes grew at
a much more rapid rate than the population, indicating there must be another factor affecting the purchase of motorbikes in
HCMC (e.g. growth in income). The trend
is still upward for automobiles, although at
a much more moderate level.
Figure 2 shows the trends in private vehicle use and monthly average income per
capita in HCMC. The data indicate a strong
positive relationship between income per
capita and motorbike use.
Data do not produce a strong relationship
between income per capita and automobile use, as the income level is still much
below the income level affordable for a

3. The transport psychology approach
A supplement to the traditional approach
For a long time, transport planning was a
field dominated by engineers who gave it a
distinctly mechanistic character. It was described as a process that involved a series
of rigorous steps undertaken to provide
economic calculations and engineering
solutions (Grdzelishvili & Sathre, 2011).
These steps included trip generation, trip
distribution, modal split and route selection, in which mathematical models such
as regression analysis and entropy-maximizing models were used to predict future
traffic flows and identify policy options.
Such a technical approach has failed to
resolve many transport-related problems
such as traffic accidents, unproductive
travel time, energy dependence and environmental damage. The shortcomings of
traditional transport planning have been
discussed in the article “Don’t shoot me,
I’m only the transport planner” by Kenworthy (2012). In this article, Kenworthy
(2012) explained how technical and computer model-based approaches to transport historically failed to provide the policy
direction and vision required in develop-

Figure 2 Trends in private vehicle use versus monthly average income per
capita in HCMC, 2001-2010 (own elaboration, based on data from HCMC Department of Transport & HCMC Statistical Office)
car. However, automobile travel is likely
to increase in the next few decades when
HCMC becomes more prosperous (Dapice
et al., 2010).
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ing well-functioning transport systems in
cities of UK, US and Australia.
According to Fox (1995), this is because
these traditional approaches have been
made with the assumption that people
make rational decisions based on the deWorld Transport Policy and Practice
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sire to maximize benefits, or minimize
costs (financial or otherwise) to be derived from any situation. Practically people do not always have perfect knowledge
of alternatives and do not always behave
in an economically rational manner when
making decisions concerning transport.
Furthermore, with the concept of “a trip”
being the common unit of measurement
and analysis for traditional approaches, it
is too simplistic to identify the basic forces
generating travel and the various characteristics of travel such as timing, length
of journey, frequency mode, route choice
and destination (Burnett & Thrift, 1979).
Another limitation of traditional transport
planning approaches is their use of static
and aggregate statistical data and choice
models which can help describe, explain
and forecast the travel behaviour of homogenous populations groups but are not
really appropriate for analyzing individual
travel behaviour (Burnett & Thrift, 1979).
As a result, a theoretical framework has
been proposed to understand the social
basis of transport behaviour and to analyze responses to travel demand management (TDM) measures targeting reduced
or altered car use. It has been widely
recognized among transport researchers
that understanding individuals’ attitudes
and behaviour, and the reasons for choosing one mode of transport over another,
is an important factor that contribute to
addressing unsustainable pattern of travels and encouraging modal shift (Garling,
2004; Stradling, 2006). Emerging in the
1980s, transport psychology is a young
and expanding field in transport research,
based on theories in social psychology of
goal setting and self-regulation. Sometimes referred as mobility psychology,
transport psychology looks at mobility issues, and individual, social and psychological factors that influence travel and
transport choices and behaviours and TDM
(Schlag & Schade, 2010).
An interdisciplinary approach to understanding determinants of transport behaviour
In the context of globalisation, economic
recession, social-demographic changes
and increasing environmental degradation, it has been suggested that “the role
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of traffic psychology must be seen from a
more interdisciplinary, integrative and international viewpoint based on application
in order to address changing situations as
well as to maintain the importance of its
field” (Huguenin, 2005, p. 3). In traditional
research, travel time and money costs are
the most important determinants of travel
behaviour. They are defined as instrumental-reasoned motives that consider time,
money and travel motivation as a derived
demand (Moriarty, 2008). Other instrumental reasons include the convenience or
inconvenience caused by selected mode of
transport, its speed, flexibility and safety.
However, many recent studies in transport
psychology reveal that social and psychological components play almost the same
role as time and money in travel decisions
(Schlag & Schade, 2010).
Researchers in transport psychology focus
on non-instrumental reasons to explain
the psychological benefits of a particular
mode choice. Psychological theories of attitude-behaviour relations such as the theory of planned behaviour have been used
in many studies to predict mode choice.
Generally, they have concluded that travel
mode choice has been largely influenced
by attitudes and perceived barriers to
behaviour. Stradling et al. (2000) found
that travel decisions are driven by the
interaction of “opportunity”, “obligation”
and “inclination” with the latter allowing
for personal choices Nevertheless, there
are some other studies suggesting that
habitual behaviour will also improve the
predictive capability of attitude-behaviour
studies (Verplanken et al., 1994; Garling
et al., 1999). Other psychological factors
influencing private transport use, especially the car, are comfort, personal norms,
individual freedom, symbolic status and
environmental awareness (Ellaway et al.,
2003). In addition, studies of the acceptability of various transport policy measures show that people are more likely to
accept positive (pull) measures – which
emphasizes persuading users into using
public transport and non-motorized transport – than negative (push) measures that
developing strategies to push them out of
automobiles and similar private transport
modes.
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4. Research Methodology
Sample
This research adopts the transport psychology approach to analyzing the pattern of individual transport use in HCMC.
A quantitative survey was conducted from
2nd to 25th August 2012 on 100 people
who are living in HCMC, including 20 students and 80 working people. Participants
were asked to complete a questionnaire
on their travel behaviour, their general
perceptions of selected transport modes,
their attitudes towards the traffic situation
in the city and their awareness of environmental issues relating to private transport
use. The following criteria were used to
select survey participants:
• There must be at least 20 bus users
and 20 car users in the survey sample.
• The number of male and female must
be equal.
• There must be people of various inAge
(mean
=31)
18-23

N

come categories.
• Participants should be aged between
18 and 60 (approximating to the retirement age)
The questionnaire was pre-tested on 8
people before the actual survey was conducted in August. Participants were approached at bus stops, universities and
company offices to ask for their participation. 150 copies of the questionnaire
were distributed, and 120 useable surveys
were returned. After collecting the finished
questionnaire forms, they were scrutinized
again by the researcher. Forms with unanswered or invalid responses (e.g. ticking
the same option for every question) were
excluded from the sample. In the end, the
survey sample comprised 100 people with
50 men and 50 women aged between 18
and 61. Table 2 describes characteristics
of the sample by age, income, residential
area and daily mode of transport.
Measurement

N

Residential
Area

N

25

Income
(1USD=20,834VN
D)
Under 5 million VND

N

15

Daily mode
of
transport
Car

40

24-29

30

5-10 million VND

35

31-40
41-61

27
18

10-20 million VND
Over 20 million VND

13
12

Central
district
Urban
district
Semi-urban
Rural district
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Motorbike

84

25
3

Bicycle
Bus
Taxi
Total

1
9
1
100

Total

100

Total

100

Total

100

5

Table 2 Characteristics of the sample by age, income, residential area and
daily mode of transport
Instrumental value
Convenient for travel
Saving time
Safe
Reasonable price
Symbolic-affective value
Comfortable
It makes me
It makes me
It makes me
It makes me

feel
feel
feel
feel

independent
confident
energetic/dynamic
powerful

Health and environmental effects
It helps me keep fit
It is environmental-friendly
Table 3 Perception of some selected
modes of transport
60

Questions in the survey were developed
based on the transport psychology approach discussed in the previous section.
The survey included questions about (i)
participant’s age, occupations and income,
(ii) vehicle ownership and access, (ii) their
daily travel mode, (iii) their perception and
attitudes towards selected travel modes,
(iv) their awareness of environmental issues relating to private transport use, and
(v) policy suggestions for the government.
For perception and attitudes towards selected modes, participants were asked
about (a) their perception of the three most
important means of transport in HCMC
– motorbikes, cars and buses, (b) what
would make them reduce private vehicle
use and (c) what they dislike about using
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Environmental
Statement
problem
Awareness of environmental problems relating to private transport use
Traffic congestion
Driving your own car/motorbike may contribute to worsening
air pollution in the city.
Air pollution
Driving your own car/motorbike may contribute to worsening
traffic congestion in the city.
Traffic safety
Driving your own car/motorbike may result in more risks of
traffic accidents.
Climate change
The significant increase in automobiles and motorbike usage
has greatly contributed to CO2 emissions and the global
climate change.
Awareness of public transport's contribution to addressing transport problems
Traffic congestion
Travelling by public transport will ease traffic congestion.
Air pollution
Travelling by public transport will help improve air pollution
Traffic safety
Travelling by public transport will improve traffic safety.
Environmental-friendly travel behaviour
Concern
of
green I have taken/will take into consideration information about
products
environmental impacts (e.g. emission information, energy
consumption) when deciding which car to buy.
Intention to use public I would use the public transport more often if the service
transport
quality were improved.
Table 4 Items to measure participants’ awareness of environmental problems
relating to transport use
the bus. Perceptual factors influencing vehicle use can be divided into three types:
instrumental, symbolic-affective value and
health and environmental effects (see Table 3). The instrumental values mainly focus on speed, flexibility and convenience
of the vehicle while symbolic and affective
motives emphasize feelings of sensation,
power, superiority and arousal.
To measure participants awareness of
environmental issues relating to private
transport use, participants were asked to
specify their level of agreement or disagreement to nine statements on a five level Likert scale (from strongly disagree to
strongly agree).
5. Findings
Descriptive statistics
(i) Vehicle ownership and use
As some participants might own a vehicle
but did not use it for travelling and vice
versa, both vehicle ownership and vehicle
Vehicle
ownership
Car
Motorbike

access were included in the survey for cars
and motorbikes. Results showed that there
was a difference between ownership and
use for both cars and motorbikes. There
were only 14% of participants owning a
car while some 27% could access cars.
The figures were much higher for motorbike ownership and access, showing the
importance of this vehicle for commuting
among participants. Some 86% answered
“yes” to the question about motorbike
ownership but more than 90% could access motorbikes. Only one-third of participants used bicycles for travelling (Table 5).
In addition, the data analysis
showed that there was a significant difference in car ownership by (i) gender, (ii)
age and (iii) income. The car ownership
ratio of female to male is 1:12. In percentage, this means that 93% of car owners in
the survey were male. The car ownership
rate was also higher among participants in
middle-aged groups with the group aging
40-61 accounting for 50% of car owners
(Table 6a). By income, the group having

N

Percent Vehicle access

N

Percent

13 (1 female;
12 males)
86

13%

Car

27

27%

86%

Motorbike
Bicycle

94
32

94%
32%

Table 5 Vehicle ownership and use
61
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the largest number of cars was also the
group with the highest income (More than
20 million VND). Participants with monthly
income of more than 20 million VND occupied nearly 60% of car owners, which
indicated there seemed to be an association between income and car ownership.

could access cars while only 7% of them
were from the group 18-23 (Table 7). The
difference in car access also varied by income with participants in higher income
groups having more access to cars. Participants with income over 10 million VND
made up 44% of those who could access
cars. However, there was not a big differ-

a. Car

b. Motorbike

c. Bicycle

18-23

1

17

10

24-29

2

27

10

31-39

3

26

10

40-61

7

16

2

Less than 5 million VND

2

30

14

5-10 million VND

2

34

12

10-20 million VND

1

12

3

More than 20 million VND

8

10

3

Age group

Income

Table 6 The number of participants owning a private mode by age and income
Data for bicycle use showed that more
ence between males and females car acparticipants in younger age used bicycles
cess (being 16 and 11 participants respecfor travelling than those in their middle
tively). This is because although women
age. Only 6.25% of bicyNumber of participants
cle users were in the group
having access to cars
40-61 year-old while for
the other younger groups, Gender
it was around 30% each. It Male
16
can also be seen from Table
Female
11
6(c) that bicycles were more
popular among participants Age group
in low and middle-income 18-23
2
than those in higher income.
24-29
7
Among participants who used
9
a bicycle, 44% were from the 31-40
group with monthly income 40-60
9
less than 5 million VND while
only 19% were in the “More Income group
than 10 million VND” group. Less than 5 million VND
5
It should be noticed that 20% 5-10 million VND
10
of participants were students,
3
which made the high number 10-15 million VND
of bicycle users in the survey. More than 20 million VND
9
Table 7 The number of participants having access to
cars by gender, age and income
Data for car access were consistent with the one for car
ownership. Participants in their middle
do not own a car, they can still use their
age tended to use cars more often than
husband/partner’s car for travel.
those in younger age. Participants over 30
comprised more than 66% of those who
62
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(ii) Daily travel mode
Motorbikes were the most popular popular means of transport in the survey, being chosen by 84% of participants for their
daily travel. 9% answered that the bus
was their daily mode of transport, followed
by cars (5%). Only a very small number
of participants reported using bicycle and
taxi for their daily travel (1% each). More
interestingly, while 14% of participants
owned cars and 27% could get access to
cars, only 5% of them chose cars as their
daily travel mode.

Bus use level also varied by age and gender (Table 8b and c). Participants under
30 commuted by bus more frequently than
participants of older age, as a considerable
number of them were students and those
with income less than 5 million VND. In
terms of gender, data indicated that five
of the six participants who used bus daily
were female.
Based on the descriptive statistics, regression analysis was conducted to examine if
there was any correlation between vehicle
ownership/use level and three personal
attributes - income, age and gender. For

Table 8 Bus frequency by income, gender and age
Data on bus frequency indicated that there
seemed to be a negative relationship between income and bus use level. Table
8(a) shows that participants with income
less than 5 million VND travelled by bus
most often. All participants who travelled
by bus daily were in the income group of
less than 5 million VND. This income group
also made up 80% of participants using a
bus more than once a week. Meanwhile,
there were only two positive responses
to bus use in the group with monthly income from 10-20 million VND, and one in
the group of income more than 20 million VND. Furthermore, these participants
only travelled either once a week or once
a month.
63

car ownership, the independent variables
“gender” and “age” were excluded from
the regression analysis as there might be
a “hidden variable” causing a false correlation between car ownership and these two
variables. For gender, it can be explained
that male participants tended to have more
cars than females as cars are considered
as the symbol of speed and masculine purchasing power. Meanwhile, the increase in
car ownership by age can be attributed
to the increase in income by age. Middleaged participants owned more cars possibly because they had higher incomes compared to participants in their mid-twenties
who just graduated from universities or
had less disposable income. Correlation
World Transport Policy and Practice
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tests of the association between income
and car ownership confirmed that the positive relationship between income and car
ownership (correlation coefficient 0.356).
However, the correlation between income
and car ownership was not strong because
some participants might have considered
family cars to be their own cars, which explained why some students with income
less than 5 million VND answered “Yes” to
the car ownership question. With regards
to car access, the positive relationship
between income and car access was confirmed with correlation coefficient being
0.377.
Correlation analysis confirmed the negative relationship between income and bus
use frequency, with the correlation coefficient being -0.376. Despite the seemingly
strong correlation between age, gender
and bus use frequency, these two variables were excluded from the regression
analysis for bus use frequency. This was
because a large number of participants at
younger age were students who used bus
more frequently. Female participants commuted by bus more regularly probably because they perceived public transport to
be safer than private travel modes.

Instrumental value
Convenient for travel
Saving time
Saf
e
Reasonable price
Symbolic-affective value
Comfortable
It makes me feel independent
It makes me feel confident
It makes me feel energetic/dynamic
It makes me feel powerful
Health and environmental effects
It helps me keep fit
It is environmental friendly

(iii) Perception and attitudes towards
selected travel modes
a.
Perception of selected modes
of transport
Table 9 shows that many participants considered the symbolic and affective value
of the car more important than its instrumental values. Some 80% of participants
valued the car for its comfort, and more
than half thought the car made them more
confident. The car was also thought to
evoke feelings of powerful and independence (around 30% each). On the contrary,
most respondents did not acknowledge
functional roles of the car except for safety
(chosen by 66%). Only one-fifth of the
respondents considered the car as convenient for travelling; 13% agreed that it
saved time and 5% valued it for reasonable price.
Meanwhile, motorbikes were appreciated
both for their instrumental and non-instrumental values. Most participants agreed
that motorbikes are convenience for travelling (90%) and more than 75% chose
motorbikes for helping them to save travel
time. Another instrumental factor contributing to the popularity of motorbikes
among participants was their reasonable
price compared to cars, chosen by 46%.
Meanwhile, motorcycles were perceived to
be unsafe by most participants, chosen by
only 6%. This was possibly due to the high
rate of traffic accidents from motorcycles
in urban Vietnam. For the non-instrumenCar

Motorbike

Bus

22
13

90
76

20
8

66
5

6
46

40
84

80
30
51
16
33

26
76
26
38
23

13
1
7
9
2

5
3

6
8

14
40

Table 9 Perception of some selected modes of transport (in percentage)
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tal values of motorbikes, “It makes me feel
independent” is the most popular choice
with 76%, followed by “It makes me feel
energetic” (38%). Comfort and confidence
were also the non-instrumental reasons
influencing participants’ choice of motorcycles (with 26% each).

its symbolic-affective values, the bus was
acknowledged for its health and environmental effects. On the contrary, results
indicated a seemingly positive attitude towards motorbikes among participants in
both instrumental and symbolic-affective
values.

For the bus, “cheap”, “safe” and “environmental-friendly” were the three features
valued by many participants. More than
80% considered the bus as cheap and
40% perceived it to be safe and environmental friendly – a value that was hardly
chosen by participants for cars and motorbikes. This showed that participants
were aware of the bus as an environmental-friendly travel mode and its contribution to addressing environmental issues
relating to private transport use. In addition, the health effects of travelling by bus
were acknowledged by more respondents
(14%) compared to travelling by cars and
motorcycles (5% and 6% respectively).
Nevertheless, the bus was still unpopular
as it was perceived to be not convenient
for travelling and time-consuming, chosen
by less than 20% of participants.

b. What would make participants reduce private vehicle use?

In summary, it can be seen from the survey results that neither the bus nor car
were acknowledged by participants for
their functional values – time and convenience. The difference between them
was that while the car received positive
responses from participants because of

Interestingly, among the reasons for participants to reduce private transport use,
increased fuel price and traffic congestion
were considered by participants to be the
most important ones, chosen by 60%.
“Difficulty in finding parking places” and
“increased traffic accidents” followed with
45% each. Meanwhile, the majority of
participants did not choose restricted driving and fee for driving downtown as the
reasons for reducing private vehicle use
(Figure 3).
c. What did participants dislike about
travelling by bus?
Responses to this question further confirmed data results for participants’ perception of the bus. What made the majority of participants dislike about travelling
by bus was its inefficiency in terms of
time (75%), followed by “Not convenient
for travelling” (71%). Participants also
showed their unwillingness to travel by
bus due to the bad quality of the service

Figure 3 Reasons for reducing private transport use
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(67%) and security issues (61%). Less
than half of the participants chose “There
is no bus stop close to my house” as the
reason for not travelling by bus. Only 12%
thought travelling by bus was not appropriate for their social status.
(iv) Awareness of environmental
problems relating to private transport
use
Before the scale question in Table 4, participants were asked to rate the quality of
HCMC’s transport infrastructure and pub-

swers was 66% for public transport service (Figure 4 and 5).
The results of the scale question indicated that participants were strongly aware
of environmental issues relating to private transport use and how public transport can help alleviate the situation. More
than 80% of participants agreed/strongly
agreed about the contribution of cars and
motorbikes to the increase in CO2 emissions and climate change impacts. Approximately 75% agreed that cars and
motorbikes were large sources of air pol-

Figure 4 Rating of HCMC’s transport infrastructure

Figure 5 Rating of HCMC’s public transport service
lic transport service on a five-level Likert
scale (from very good to very bad). Some
86% of them rated the city’s transport infrastructure as “Bad” or “Very bad”. The
percentage of “Bad” and “Very bad” an66

lution and the increase in cars and motorbikes were adding traffic congestion in the
city. Some 60% were aware of the association between private transport use and
the increased risks of traffic accidents. The
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concern for environmental problems from
private transport use was also indicated
from the fact that 41% of participants said
they took into account environmental indicators of vehicle products before deciding
which one to buy.
With regards to public transport use, approximately 70% of participants agreed/
strongly agreed that commuting by public
transport would reduce traffic congestion
and air pollution in the city. There was less
agreement among participants regarding
the safety of travelling by public transport.
Less than half of them agreed/strongly
agreed with the statement “Travelling by
public transport will be safer”. This was
consistent with the date for perception of
the bus, in which 40% considered it to be
a safe mode of transport. Another point
worth noticing from the responses was that
almost 80% expressed their willingness to
use public transport more frequently if the
service were to be improved.
(v) Policy suggestions
For improvement of the transport system in HCMC, some 75% of participants
thought that the government should invest in the public transport service, as well
as provide more road infrastructure and
parking spaces. Only 30% recommended
that the government should adopt certain
policy to control/limit private vehicle use

Conclusions from data analysis
The survey analysis provides a rather clear
description of individual travel behaviour
of HCMC citizens. It shows how important
motorbikes are for daily commuting, how
cars are impractical but have symbolic
values, how participants are aware of the
traffic problems and their desire for an effective public transport system in the city.
Results are strongly consistent with what
is discussed in literature review about the
mobility pattern of HCMC. The following
conclusions are withdrawn from the survey analysis:
(i) Motorbikes are the dominant travel
mode in HCMC irrespective of gender
and income levels, and its significance
for commuting will still remain in the
near future. The survey results answer
the research question about the functional role of motorcycles.
(ii) From the statistical difference in car
ownership and cars as the daily travel mode, it can be said that cars are
considered more as property than as
a travel mode by a number of participants. More generally, in HCMC, cars
have more symbolic/affective values
than instrumental ones. Car ownership
reflects the income and wealth of the
owner. This shows that the increase in
automobile ownership is driven by the
perceived social status of automobiles.
(iii) Except for motorbikes, the choice

Figure 6 Policy suggestions for the government from survey participants
(Figure 6). Results for this question were
strongly consistent with responses to the
question about reasons for reducing private vehicle use which indicated that restricted driving/parking and fee for driving
downtown would not make many participants reduce private transport use.
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of other travel modes reflects the income level of its users. The car is popular within high-income participants
while the bus is a travel mode for lowincome groups.
(v) Participants are strongly aware of
the traffic situation of the city and its
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environmental impacts, and that public transport provides a viable solution.
Nevertheless, the present capacity of
the public bus service and the small
number of routes cannot fulfill their
travel demand. Statistical data indicated that the bus was not valued by
participants for its instrumental values
and thus did not play a significant role
in daily commuting for most participants.
(vi) Although participants show a high
concern for social and environmental
issues relating to private transport,
they prioritize their individual travel in
making transport decisions.
(vii) Survey results show difference
in the travel pattern between men
and women. Cars were more popular
among male participants, while more
female participants chose buses as
their daily mode of transport. The difference in the travel pattern by gender has some important policy implications, such as the role of women in
promoting public transport use.

system among survey participants indicate
that the investment in a good urban public transport system is a must-do for the
government in the near future. However,
as private vehicles have both instrumental
and symbolic values for HCMC’s citizens,
the research indicates the significance of
promoting a travel behaviour change program if the government expects people to
switch to a more sustainable mode in the
future. Findings from the research also
highlights the importance of public engagement in developing transport policy.
Further research on how the Vietnamese
government’s transport policy influence
individual travel behaviour should also be
conducted to understand the issue from a
more holistic perspective.
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